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SCOPE AND CONTENTS: ':l'his thesis forms part of the growing. 

body of literature coneerned with the concep·t of national 

integration in the context of the Third Vlorld. 

The paper empirically defines national integration 

in terms of social conflict p as applied to the study of 

African polities, and questions the thesis of African 

uniparty theory that unipartyism ~ se is a direot factor 

in maintaining a loVl level of social conflict within the 

state. It i~ argued that the concept of unipartyism is 

itself too wide to be of intrinsic empirical value. The 

sub-grouping of one-party states according to certain 

common denominators, however, does provide a vehicle 

whereb;)T these staes may be oompared in their ability to 
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manage and control social conflict. 

Some methodological questions are raised through 

the data analysis, since political science is still as 

yet a science in the state of becoming. But with the 

analytical tools at hand, resolutions to the problems 

are presented. 
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LNTR ODUCTI ON 

The paper is written within the context of the 

of the vast body of literature that has evolved with the 

emergence f'J;'Pffi colonial domination of the new nations of 

Africa and Asia since the Second World War. As political 

influence becomes more diffused across the globe, as the 

voice of the Third World becomes incre~singly heard, and 

as international interdependence becomes increasingly 

admitted f the study of Tropical African politics forms 

an integral part of contemporary research in political 

science. 

In this paper it is promised to study the inte -

grative and disintegrative processes in the black African 

states -which have attained independence from their colonial 

rulers since 1957 p predominantly by the critical analysis 

of social conflict and its incidence within these states. 

Such an undertaking poses several tasks which are 

of relevance to contemporary political science. It involves 

a definition of the concept of integration, be it national~ 

political, social p or otherwise qua1ified;-a concept which 

is p at present, the focus of much attention. The rise of 
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[lew nations, and the interr:1.l societal strains which appear, 

concomitant with industrial-technological and social 

development p have led students to inquire into the 

components of national integration, the stresses upon it, 

and the forces which promote it. With the ever-growing 

interdependence of the world community, the need to 

establish standard .techniques to cope with this strain 

leads researchers to inquire into the nature of social 

conflict, its variables, and into seeking empirical methods 

of assessing community development and consciousness. 1 

As the emergent nations have been thrust into the 

world arena, observers have noted the relation between the 

process of modernisation and the level of societal violence, 

between change and conflict. Traditional studies which 

viewed normalcy in terms of stability have been supplem€!nted 

by more and more studies viewing society as lia net balance 

between equilibrating and 2 disequilibrating forces", as a 

function of conflict-generating and conflict-controlling 

factors. Huntington's work seeks to discover the correlation 

between violence and development in the Third World, and the 

) 

1. The writings of K.W.Deutsch have proved especially 
useful in this context. See particularly: K.W.Deutsch et al, 
International Poll tica.l Communities, Doubleday Anchor n'"'900); 
ana~Deutscll-~P,E.Jacol)'anaJ;V~oscano (eds.) The Integr.ation 
of Poll tical' Communities, Philadelphia Lippincot-nn6l~). 

-=2.~A, S :Feldrrlan; '-'Violenc8 mid VolEtili ty: Tne 
Likelihood of Revolution "p.il5 in H. Eckstein (ed) In~~nal 
War, NY Free Press, Glencoe (1964), -



l",elationship of level of soclal mobilisation and economic 

development to political stability. 3 

Feldman sees a clash b.etween old and new norro.s as 
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a natural phenomenon, as industrialisation and development 

threaten a .traditionally tightly-integrated and relatively 

undifferentiated social system with a developing' varied 

system with functionally separate subsystems and fragmented 

social relations. 4 

This present paper studies integration and 

disintegration in terms of this conflict,' where society's 

function depends on the extent and SucceSS of the management 

of tension within it; as such, the thesis forms part of the 

ever-increasing body of literature on s~cial conflict. 

Not only in its scope, but in its methodo~ogy, the 

paper becomes of relevance to current research. Political 

science, in its aim of becoming a scientific field p builds 

and tests theorie$,by which to organise its thought, and to 

facilitate sys~ematic classification of the data collected 

within it. African uniparty theory has developed a set of 

theorems which tests the theory and its assumptions p and 

discusses whether there can in fact be such a theory which 

3. S.P.Huntington, POlt~ica~9r~r In Chal'},gJng 
Societies p New Haven Yale U.P. \I9bL . 
--~. A.S.Feldman, £P.ci"t,. in Eckstein. 



_could be empirically applicable in studying and 

classifying Afri.can polities. 

The need for empir_ical testing of hypotheses 

and conclusions requires the analysis of data collected 

on social conflict in the Afriqan states; the problems 

4 

of data collection and analysis in this paper are·those 

which face empirical political science research in many 

fields, These problems are duly examined. The type of data 

collected demands both. a configurative approaoh p that is p 

a concentration on the charaoteristics of the individual 

political system v and also cornparative systematic analysis, 

for one goal is to discover whether social conflict in 

developing countries is susceptible to cross-national 

comparison, or whether the confliot is a purely culture

bound phenomenon. 

Finallyp the strain on traditional theoretical 

frameworks and conceptual vocabularies is noted, as is 

their inability to assimilate and codify new findings in 

politica~ science research. For example, the concept of 

national integration assumes 'nationality' in a given state. 

But the traditional criteria of eighteenth and nineteenth 

century European nationalism. when applied to Africa g are 

seen to exist haphazard1y, if at all; thus, a new concept 

of nationalism must be found if 'nations' are to exist 

in Africa. 



Likewise, the -traditional 'class' concept of 

society is questioned in relation to the new states g as 

is the traditional theoretical dichotomy between 

'democracy' and 'dictatorshi.p'g based on the number of 

p61itical parties in a state. Such neat categorisation 

is shaken by the notion of 4friqan one=party democracy. 

The utility of European~American concepts is doubtful 

when adapted to African usage, 

5 

With these problematic aspects of the discipline 

in mind, the paper contains an initial discussion of the 

concept of integration p proposing a means to study this 

in relation to African states g before considering the 

more specifically African concerns upon which the main 

focus will fall. 



CH..4.PTER ONE 

A preliminary discussion of the concept 
of integration; the importance of a 
cohesive political structure within the 
state, in relation to the integrative 
process. 

The concept of integration has been variously 

employed p and qualified as 'social', 'political', 

. 'territorial', or 'national' p although such adjectives 

often overlap without clarifjring the concept. Jacob and 

Teune have suggested, however, that whatever the object, 

degree or level of cohesion, the integrative process may 

be essentially "the development of corporate functioning".1 

: ....... ! .• 
The above authors indic?Lte many considerations to 

b~,r.g,ised in asking the question of what is political 

integrations the problem remain(3 basically one of precise 

and consistent definition .. Political integration implies a 

relationship of community among people within the same 

1. P.E.Jacob and H.Teune, "The Integrative Process: 
Guidelines for Analysis of the Bases of Political Community", 
pp.1-46 in P:E.Jacob and J.V.Toscano (eds): The Int~ation 
of Poli-t~i£~~.llil!ties, Philadelphia, Lippincott -( 19 1n. . 

6 



·poli tical anti ty p with mutual ties developing a feeling 

of identity and self-awareness. Thus integration exists 

7 

when a political-governmental" unit of some kind is cohesive. 2 

There are many definitional questions to be considered: 

what is the object, degree g or level o:f,.cohesion? How much 

constitutes integration? How many common tasks must a society 

perform and how persistently? Should these tasks be 

performed volun"t;arily p by habit, or is an element of 

coercion present also? Where does minority dissent fit in? 

Jacob and Teune emphasise a point too often overlooked in 

attempts to resolve some of these questions; namelYothat 

integration is a relative term and not a specific condition. 

The interpretation of the meaning of integration 
. , 

even varies from country to country because of (1) the 

ambiguity as 1;0 what constitutes the nation to be integrated 9 

and (11) the great differences between countries in -their 

history and ethnic composition,3 This results in diverse 

interpretatio;.'ls of w!1ai: ca~!. a:'ld shoulo. be 1?-ttempted in the 

integrative process. Some statc~s of Africa may assume 

continued ethnic diversity (for example the Ivory Coast or 

Uganda), while- others (for example Guinea' ~r Ghana) see a 

necessity for a far greater degree of homogeneity 

2, Ibid. p.4. 
3.R:EiTierson, "Parties and National Integration in 

Africa" p.271 in J.La Palombara and M.Weiner (eds) Political 
Pa£ti.e...§_a!l¢Lj>~.al De=YQl0.p¥i_~' P. U • P. (1966). -
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through the elimination p as far as possible, of tribal 

loyalties and regional distinctions. 

Rela"',;ionships become !f.lors_ 0L.l~ integrated; 

events lead to a relative increase or decrease in the level 

of integration I As Zolberg states (in reference to the 

E§;,r:ti Democt.atjSL~ Cote .9-' Iv'oJre) p 
4 it is im~ossibJ.e 

to devise a,quantitative plus~minus balance-sheet 

measuring f how much integratio~ f' 'a pol;i. tiC9.l pa.rty promotes 

as against some absolute figure. But what could be done 

is to test roughly degr,ees of cohesion nesessary for 

integration on the basis of comparative study.5 But 

ultimately f the degree of cohesiv'eness neC(3ssary for 

poli tical inte,gration is made evident by whether a 

soci.al group coheres and holds toghether as an identifiable 

and functioning political unit. 

. Considering ways of identifying integrative 01" 

disintegrative factors f relatively little work has been 

undertaken to empirically study the structural frame 
----~-------------------------------------------------------4. A'.Zolb~rgg "Mass Parties and National Integration: 
The Case of the Ivory Coast If p. 47 in Journ8J:...._of 1:£li tic~ 
(feb.1963). " _ 

5. For example, Jacob and Teune, QP.>\...Q.U.suggest 
calculati.ng the proportion of public-oriented, cooperative, 
corporate activities in which people in various' political 
units are engaged r as against those actions of a non
corporate or Ifpr,ivatistic" nature, serving personal or 
special group ~lterests rather than the general well-being: 
thus suggesting at a relative comparison, rather than 
measurement against an integrative or disintegrative 
absolute. In this paper, the author will attempt to calculate 
the number of confliot-generating events in each polity as a 
means towa:ed comparing and assessing the integrative process 
in them. 



of a political system and its workings to de,termine 

whether structural differences between nations ,ca1."'1:'yover 

into influencing' community cohesion. How valid 113 the 

proposition of a one-party state that a"structure of 

highly concentrated, pol~tical authority,'with strict 

control over general participation p particularly on the 

voicing of dissent p is almost a requisite of national 

community organisation under conditions of threat and 
6 

social change"? . 

Deutsch cites a hypothesis generally supportative 

9 

of the proposition:, that integration will make substantial 

progress only if most major indicators pull in the'same 

direction.? Likewi$e 9 it has been stated that the possibility 

of a single unifying party reaching all sectors of a country 

depends on the nature and extent of cleavage within the 
8 

system; upon the ,scope and intensity of religious 

differences, ethnic fragmentation, hostility between 

tradj.tional and modernising forces, rural.".urban conflict p 

and oj)])osing, ideologies. If' these (~leavages are sharp and 
, , -------------------------------------------------------------6. Jacob and Teune, ibid. pp.35-38. 

? K.W.Deutsch,"Transaction Flows as Indicators of 
Pol~ tical C?hesion ", in J-acob and. Tos?ano p -2.P..! c~~. p.89. 
Ind1.cators: J.f, for example p urbanl.satJ.on 0 educatJ.on t 
communications and political consciousness develop. at the 
same rate of progress. 

8, J.La Palombara and M.Weiner, "The'Impact of 
Parties on Political Development H

r p.416, in La Palombara 
and Weiner, 2~. 
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~o cross-cutting pressures exist, it will be extremely 

difficult for anyone party to unite support on the basis 

of appeals that cut across factionalisms within the country, 

Related to Africa, -this is to say that traditional 

hostilities at the subsystem level must be broken down if 

the state is to make sUbstantial progress in the integrative 

process.· 

One line of research into the area of integration 

is to study 'institutional attempts at coordination'; this 

centres on one. or more institutions in the polity and the 

attempts to coordinate behaviour towards achieving a.certain 

goal 9 (for example, the 88sumptiCin by one party of the whole 

state apparatus a.nd total popular support). That is, a party 

is set up with supervisory power over individuals who are 

viewed as acting.haphazardly, or unthinkingly, requiring 

governmental instituti.ons distinct from a purely 

in~ividualistic or primary group basisp to coordinate their 
., 

actions. This strongly echoes Thoms Hobbes' thesis that 

individuals are randomly aggressive, and that life of men in 

the state of nature is "solitary, poor, 'brutish and short",10 

Delegation-of functions to such an organisation 

9. K.W.Deutsch, "Communication on Theory and 
Political Integration" in Jacob and Toscano, 0E..~9it. pp.58-
61.. 

10. T.Hobbes p ~at!1an, Chapter 13, Fontana(1965). 



leaves 'coordination up to the internal processes of this 

amalgamated agency in which the power is tightly controlled. 

'Integration' is promoted to the extent to which the agency 

prevents the different operations of the system from 

interfering with each other in an antagonistic or 
11 destructive way, ' 

To summarise, the basic notion of this Hobbes= 

Deutsch approach,is:that the function of coordination is 

taken away from the separate (and often hostile) componentd p 

and is located in a unit of the system which is in control 

of the other components of the state. This nearly reflects 

the postulated integrative role of the uniparty government 

in African one-party states. 

'11 

Coleman and Rosberg have defined national integration 

as a "broad subsuming process" facing tasks in the major 

di.mensions of 

n(i) }2olitical integration; that is, the progressive 

bridging of the elite-mass gap on the vertical plane in 

the course of developing an integrated political process 

and participant political community, and 

(ii) territ~ integration, that is,the progressive 

reduction of cultural and regional tensions and 
12 discontinuities on the horizontal ,political community~ 

11. See K.W.Deutsch, "Integration and the Social 
System: Implications of Functional Analysis" in Jacob and 
Toscano ~c~~. p. 183 . 

J.S.Coleman and C.G.Rosberg, Political PartieB and 
Nat5o~l}t~grat~on in-ZroJ2i2.~ _Africa-;=U-;oI-r--caTiforn1a-(1964) 
"Introdu,ction II p.9. ' ' 
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This definition gives some idea of the vast problem 

that is faced in African states in attempting to reconcile 

their many social diversities', 

. Thus, for the present paper, national integration 

(conceptually) involves primarily the amalgamation of 

disparate social, economic, political, religious, ethnic 

and geographical elements into a single nation-state; 

this is the all-subsuming concept, This implies the capacity 

of a party or government to control the territory under 

its jurisdiction; but it also suggests a set of popular 

attitudes towards the nation,-state generally described as 

loyalty, allegiance, and a willingness to place national 

above local and parochial concerns. Such attitudes do not 

always appear in the populace of 'developed t states - they 

are certainly extremely difficult to induce in the new 

African states. Ultima:tely f then p integ-ration involves the 

regularisation of structures. and processes whereby the 

elements in a given national. territory are brought into 

productive participation in the polit~cal system;13efforts 

are made to develop around authority the aura of legitimacy; 

the rallying-cries of na~ionalism must give way to the 

development of nationality, 
------------------------------------------------------------13. La Palombara and Weiner ~_c:...U. Par a fuller 
discussion of this aspect of national integration, see their 
"Conclusion" pp. 413-418. 



CHAPTER TWO 

The On~-Par~StatELj.~. 

Having hinted at the role of a united 
political force as an integrative 
proPB there now follows a discussion 
of the rise of Africru1 nationalist 
movements and their claim to unique 
national representation; of the·case 
for unipartyism and its concomitant 
socialist-nationalist ideology; of 
democracy under the one-party system. 
Finally, the disintegrative potential 
of unipartyism is considered. 

It is a truism to state that the newly independent 

African states are arbitrary' products of colonial policy, 

and thus are faced with several principle types of non~ 

. t' . 1 
~n egratJ.on: 

(i) disunities between indigenous African cultural 
.. 

groups arbitrarily bunched t9gether in multitribal 

f?tCl-tes, 

(11)tensions between several racial communities making 

up the plural societYg 

(iii)socio-eoonomic disparities between emergent 

political elites and relatively inert African masses. 
--------------------------------------------------------------1 .. J.S.Coleman, "The Problem of Political Integration 
in Emergent Africa", W.P.O~ (1955) pp. l.j·4-1-l-5. 

13 



Hence as previously implied, the most im.portant 

tasks politically are related to- the three different 

14 

situations of tribal~ racial p a.nd elite-mass non-integration. 

One (politically) expedient solution has been to emphasise 

the role of the powerful political leaders, or the nationalist 

movement and its subsequent nation-wide party organisation, 

as instruments and modes of integration. Wallerstein calls 

the nationalistic party "the most important mechanism to 

reduce conflict between ethnicity and national integration",2 

African independence arrives with a lower and lesS s.table 

level of national integra~ion than has been the case in the 

previous history of independence movements; hence extremely 

strong cohesive forces moving in the direction of unity are 

essential, as is the movement of the individual from primordial 

bases of loyalty to larger national units. 

Lack of party competition and the tendency towards 

one-partyism is encouraged bt the especiala~ra of legitimacy 

which falls up·on the independence party (8,.nd .which is denied to 

others) (lnd its leaders p who become legitimate successors to 

pre-colonial states p and spokesmen for the 'general will'; a 

vanguard of the people not merely in the.polttical sphere, but 

even down to the social and personal levels. For in assuming 

2. I.Wallerstein, "Ethnicity and National Integration 
in West African, Cahiers d'Etudes Africaines 3-~ p.134. 



.§ole legitimacy to rule p the party t~nds "to take on a 

world view and represent a way of life", 3viewing as its 

15 

mission the change of all asp~cts of life within the society 

and adoption of its own 'correct' beliefs and attitudes. 

AFRICAN AND EUROPEAN NATIONALISM COMPARED 
--~-.-,-.-

A tenet of any African nationalist movement was 

(and is) that the people in the colonial territory 

constituted a nation in the process of achieving its rightful 

independence. But defined in term~ of the European nationalism 

of the nineteenth century, such nationality does not exist; 

and in this claim to nationhood can be seen the root of much 

of the insecurity and conflict in the new states since 

independence. 

The most stark difference between the two nationalisms 

is that whereas the achievement of statehood was seen as the 

ultimate goal of European nationalists, as a legal recognition 

of the existence of a nation - for example, Germans and Italians 

formed nationalities before the states of, Germany a.nd Italy 

existed - in Africa, nationalists viewed the attainment of 

statehood as the primary and necessary step to~ards creating 

a nation; first the political kingdom, and then to expand the 

sense of national community. 

Western commentators have noted the absence of the 

linguistic or cultural factors in African nationalism and have 

been knovm to argue that therefore, there are no new African 

3.L.W.Pye, Politics? Personali~ and Nation Building, 
p. 17. New Haven and London, Yale unIvei .. s! ty- Press, 19b3. 
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nations, but merely artificial creations of colonial rulers. 

The arguments against the existence of the African nation or 

nationalism are based g the author of this paper feels, 

on a historical fallacy - namely, that the historical 

components of a movement become, by definition, irremovably 

the only components by which the movement can be manifested. 

European nationalism was defined in terms of nineteenth 

century Europe - a Europe which had felt the common effect 

of the Reformation, in which common political ideas were 

known throughout - This in itself ensured that the phenomenon 

of na tionalism would arise fairly simultaneously in fifferent 

areas - also that there would be striki~g similarities in 

its various manifestations. Yet, whereas the European 

nationalist leader could appeal to a particular people, the 

African leader had to create a nation for which he had to 

speak. Thus a purely European ethnocentric nationalism could 

not apply, for certain new phenomeha we),:'e common to African 

nationalism: it could exist by virtue of the fact of the 

arbitrarily - named colonies of European powers, which 

provided a definite, if unnatural, geographical focus for 

nationalist claims. The racial black - white issue was also of 

some -importance. However, the most, important characteristic 
. 

of black African nationalism was, (nad remains in the surviving 

cOlonies) opposition to colonial rule. This is a negative basis 

upon whi.ch to build a movement. The effects can be seen in the 

post-independence phase, when this prime focus loses its force 



and new government leaders try to build their new state 

into a nation 9 where several social groupings existed 

previously. 

But the fact of independent statehood remains, as 

17 

does the fact that within these states are found nations in 

becoming. Though African nations are being built at the 

opposite pole to that which saw the rise of European nations g 

this writer feels that they still merit the title of nations, 

or nations in becoming. 

Thus J bearing in mind the neeQ._:to.recognise the 

differences between European nationa~ism and African 

nationalism, the terms 'nation' and 'nationalism' will be 

applied to the ex-colonial territories, in the text. 

Because of the diversity of language or culture in a 

colony§ its nationalist movement became, therefore, a larger 

coalltion p and by definition,had to be heterogenous, so that 

its opponents, almost by default p stressed specific and 

divisive affiliations. As participation became extended, "a 

large number of p~ople hitherto uninyolved in politics 

identified with the dominant party unless there was a strong 

reason-- usually involving primary group ties··- for not doing 

so." 4 



The assumption of responsibility for the direction 

of the new state made the. new governments starkly aware of 

the magnitude of the functional load thrown on the polity. 

18 

As Zolberg states, "these strains are not merely psychological 

or sociological, but cultural as well, stemming, so to speak, 

from a sudden confrontation with an unknown region with 

inadequate maps".5 

Such a situation led in many states to the demand 

for the pooling of all (e~pecially human) resources to cope 

with the dilemmas of nation-building, In the eyes of one-

party- advocates f opposition became considered as treasonous, 

a threat to national integrity; the party in power, with no 

tradition of respect for bureaucratic neutrality, absorbed 

the governmeritBl-administrati ve functions to maintain itself 

while making 'provisions'for competition within the party. 

Thus s whether controlled or open, such provisions it was 

argued, precluded the need for multi-parties, 

A major argument of the political leaders of one

party states against opposition parties arises from the fear 

of Balkinisation of the nation, while multipartyism wastes 

valuable time and manpower. Besides, party competition may 
- . 

be neither necessary nor natural, being an implantation 

from the European system of parliamentary government, rather 



than arising from local conditions, 

Walter Bagehot considered that there were certain 

pre~requisite8 essential for the maintenance of party 

government, which included: the mutual confidence of the 

electors, "a calm national mind, and rationality on the 

part of the people ll
•
6But these prerequ8sites require the 

kind of solid social and economic basis which does not 

exist in the Third World, as. By-ants in Nigeria have 

illustrated, where party affiliation remained largely a 

communal, rather than associaltional, bond. 7Thus p the 

imposition of a political system from a class society 

(Britain) onto a plural society {Nlgeria), created 

hostility and eventual chaos at the federal level. The main 

"purposeof political parties i$political warfare",8but in 

the emergent African state,. politics as a zero-sum game is 

6. W.Bagehot, The English Constitution (Fontana. 
1.964), Chapter Vil. ~~ ---- . 

t 
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7. See R.L.Sklar, Nigerian Political Parties,P.U.P. 
(1963), especrally Ch.XI,f"or discu8s-iOnOf-'the communal 
(Gerileinschaft) and associational .(Gellschaft) group bonds. 
BrieflY9 communal participation in a group is an automatic 
right of ru~Indrvidual who regards the group (eg. political 
par~y) as an extension of the social order into which he 
has been born, 'and to which ~e attributes spiritual or 
mystical significance' (Sklarp.476). Associational 
participation, in contrast, arises fro~~ social 
group-contract, arrived at by srational choice and 
deliberate affiliation, and based on interest, not on blood 
or tradition. The integrative process requires that the 
latter bond provide the basis for national party membership. 

8. W.A.Lewis, Politics in West Africa. p.68. 
George, Allen and Unwi~-LOi1dori (1965). 
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-?-nathema. 9For party politics based on the parliamentary 

'ins and outs' system is dangerous when the parties do not 

agree on the rules of the game; in such a case, the 

governing party would rarely permit opposition to influence 

policy; this in turn forces the opposition into extra= 

parliamentary tactics in order to achieve its aims. 

The assumption that "political conflictr even in 

the orderly form of electoral competition and interacting 

group pressures, will bring about the general good in some 

mysterious fashion, or that the clash of ideas will bring 

about the truth, is •••.• alien and inspires .•• little faith 

in African ,10 

An alternative is posed in one well-organised 

party providing an elaborate .countrywide communications 

network; Nyerere pictures the Tanzanian African National 

U~ion (TANU) as a "two-way all weath~):' road leading from 
11 the village·to the centre." 

--------------~---------------------------------------------. 9. During a confe·rence on representative government 
at Ibadan, Nigeria, in 1959, the Guinean delegate pointed out 
that opposition parties cannot be constructive precisely 
because there would be no distinction and disagreement over 
values p that is, fundamental beliefs about what is right and 
virong, rather than over interests (that is, more immediate 
a~d instrumental concerns) between them and the ruling party. 
~ee Zolberg p Creatin~litical ~de1:' pp. 47-50. 

10.Zo1berg, ibid. p.64. Thus it would appear that 
Louis Coser's thesis~e Functions of Social Conflict, Free 
Press, N. Y. 1964) that conflict supports group':'binding and 
group~preserving functions and would prove fatal if supported 
at the nati6nal level in the developing pluralistic society in 
Africa p Lewin's more' traditional' view (which Coser Criticises) 
that the avoidance of' conflict provides the main content of 
group'skills', is of greater applicability in the present context. 

11. §ee R .Emerson, "Nation Building in Africa" in 



It is claimed that by penetrating to regional 

and local levels p and by admitting ethnic minorities and 

dissident elltes f the party provides opportunities for 

the settlement of disputes at lower levels within the 

system f and at a low intensity, By a natural progression p 

it is stated that the parties in_the pluralistic multi~ 

party state, being based on communal divisionsp promote the 

disintegration of the nation-state. 

Thus p in recapitulation,- the key element in African 

uniparty theory is that the great problem of nation= 

building and modernisation requires a centra; and unitary 

organisation of pmver wi thin the s·te.to; this is moreover 

frequently justified with reference ~o its basis in the 

African culture. 

Davidson cites NyerE!~re as- viewing"African tradition" 

as the basis of TANU and African SocialisH!; the tradition is 

-, ,seen as holding within itself the main component of uniparty 

_ ---(cont'd,) K.W.Deutsoh and W,Feltz, Nation-
Building Atherton (1963) p.l09. The single party seeks to 
forman associational p as well as oommunal, base of loyalty, 

towards the development of a national consciousness through 
the party structure. Within the party, at least there~is a 
greater chance for the concept of majorit;y rule and minority 
rights to be upheld than in a multiparty situation irt a 
plural society. youth organisations, trade unions, women's 
organisations or militias, all within the single party 
framework, cross-cut primary-grou~ ties; this is the key to 
integration. Through these organisations, through education, 
communications, urbanisation g and even through the nationalist 
ideology f the slow integrat-ive process progresses, as new 
patterns of political obligation and realisation of national 
goals emerge. See Chapter Three for further disc~ssi?n.of . 
integrative unipartyism and the problems of mul t~par'(;y~sm ~n 
the plural society 



socialist development: "cooperative production".12 

However, this tradition alone does not provide the 

unique rationale for unipartyism. Viewed in a broader 

perspective, both geographically and historically, a vitally 

strong argument exists that a vibrant, nationalistic 

doctrine (and subsequent African socialist philosophy) 

cannot uphold __ at the same time both a cohesive uniting force 

and a liberal-democratic ethic. 

Nationali~B.L~.dS strength is not in a call to blood, 
-------~-.. 

but in its creation of a forceful and active corporate will, 

its belief. in the power of an idea. In the African example, 

the initial prospect was one of independence from colonial 

domination and thence, the creation of nationhood from 

statehood, 

It is highly relevant at this point to discuss the 

role and use of the nationalist-socialist ideologies in the 

newly independent African states, 

THE UNITING FORCE OF IDEOLOGY 

In disagreeing with Mannheim's view of ideology as 

rooted in vested interests, status-quo oriented and 

conservative,l) it is suggested below that ideology in the 
------------------------------------------------------------. 12. See B.Davidson, Which Way Africa? Penguin (1967) 
pp.117-120. This harks back to the traditional village way 
of life,when economic, social and political affairs were 
run on the basis of uni~ersal cooperation under the 
organisation of village councils. 

13. KoMannheim,Ide0y.£gy and~,New York,Harcourt 
Brace and World r 196Lj· (193b , 
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Third World is useful in promoting both internal stability 

and natural development. 14 Parson's contention that 

ideology is dysfunctional to the system15 (although perhaps 

functional to the needs of the adherents) is inadequate and 

unjust in the_African context, whereas Geertz stresses the 

need to see ideology as coherent and 'rational' in the 

sense of creating symbolic, metaphorical referents from 

the individual or group to the social-political whole. 16 

The mechanistic world-view of the post-war world 

as a battleground in a war of ideas between Western liberal 

democracy or Soviet Communism has become increasingly 

untenable; but where ideology plays a role in the Third 

World, it has tended towards socialism. Leaders have 

pointed to the fate of" La,tin American states, 'pri vats 

enterprise systems' which still remain poverty-stricken, 

chaotic in social structure, and with dictatorship and 

oligarchical corruption, 

The l)erceived need is to radically reorganise the 

economic and social systems; by advocating socialist 

programmes, African leaders seek to prove that they are 
-----------------------------------------------------------14.Iasswell andKaplan define ideology as the 
political myth to preserve the social structure; that is, 
while not necessarily implying that ideology is a false 
conception of truth (whatever that is) it does exclude 
other ideologies as invalid since one's own perception 
is seen"as objective, providing a tot~l and closed belief 
sysytem. Viz.H.-n.LassVlell and A.Kaplan. Power and Socie',Si 
p,123, Yale U.P. 1961 (1950). -

15. T.Parsons, §Eciolog~~al The~ and Mod~~n Society, 
viz, Ch. 5, t An Approach to the Sociology of Knowledge'. 
--- 16. C.Geertzp 'The Integrative Revolution' pp.105-57 
in C,Geertz (er.) Old Societies and New ~tates, Free Press of 
Glencoe, London, 19 3. 



attempting to break through the barriers of eoonomio 

backwardness and fragmented sooial base on the broadest 

possible front, theoretically making possible great 

increases in national productivity and social awareness 

through cooperative and similar bodies. 

24 

The western free-enterprise system is dismissed as 

too slow. besides whioh, in a situation with a small elite 

and large uneducated and tribally~based mass, such a system 

would tend to spread wealth unevenly and to the limited 

s?cio-economic elite group; Western liberal-democratic 

thought and institutions would fragment rather than cohere, 

th,El diverse socia.l elements wi thi11 anyone state. Therefore 

governmernts~ especially one-party bradly-based systems, 

move towards the socialist alternative. Nyererets conception 

of African Soc~alism is enlightening: 

"~~ (extended family) describes our socialism. It is 

opposed to Capitalisfll p which seeks to build a happy society 

on the basis of exploitation of man by man, and equally 

opposed to doctrinaire socialism which seeks to build its 

happy society on a philosophy of inevitable conflict 

betw a r d" na " 17 een m n an In •• , , 

This classically utopian and moralistic interpretation 

27. Julius Nyerere quoted in B,Davidson, Which Way 
Africa? Penguin African Library, London, 1967 pp~f9. 
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of socialism undergoes many variations in the attempt 

at far-~eaching economic reorganisation of underdeveloped 

states, where economic plannIng is seen as the means of 

transposing the united nationalist movement (the strongest 

ideological force the nation possesses at the time of 

independence) from the purely political to the socio

economic development sphere. Hence ide.ology may perform 

important functions in the process of development. 18 

. Ideology can bind the comnw.ni ty together p defining 

th~ "n,Qj:."li1s held in common and the, purpose of such 

'togetherness', which is vital in a culturally plural 

society where the existence of such norms is not immediately 

.appal"ent.· The asset of national purpose and unity, yet also 

is of sufficient flexibility to serve as a convenient 

rallying point for many groups and isolated individuals . 

. ,. Closely related to this is the problem of the 

legitimisation of a new and gener~lly unprecedented order 

18. Howev:er, C.W.AndersonJ F.R.von del'" Mehden, 
and Youngpin ~~sues oLEolitical Develo~m~t, 1967, 
identifying political ideology with socialism, conclude 
from an empirical study of the economic development and 
poli.cy in developing countries, that an avowedly socialist 
policy is not much different from a non-socialist policy. 
(excluding exceptions at both extremes). They state this in 
relation to the use of government as an assertive instrument 
of economic and social change, noting that many of the things 
some states ~o in the name of socialism g others do simply 
in the name of development, with no ideological connotations. 
But I do believe that this similarity between socialists and 
non-socialists have found African socialist methods of 
control to be often the only feasible in'the fragmented 
social situation. 
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- of authority. While often claiming a traditional basis19, 

ideology seeks to provide a rationale for replacing 

m2E.e ___ tE~~.i..~t~onal or parochial forms Of political 11f,e 

wi~h~.?:,_.:l!_ew pattern of political obligations p to answer 
r--~- - -.-~.<'."-""""'" ,.. ,.->~ ~ .. -'-. 

the questions of why one should obey a new leadership. 
. . 

Nationalist ideology is essential in transforming 

traditional v-aluesp and in establishing a mental 

environment conducive to change. As Geertz states p the 

disorientation of rapid change may create the need for 

a "new symbolic framework in which to formulate, thinlc 
20 about and react to political problems". 

By stressing the su.premacy of nB tional goals, 

ideology provides the cry to or from the. government to 

punish internal traitors in a situation where dissensus (or 

parochial preference) becomes equated with treason; 
21 

Lerner mentions Iran especially in such a context. 

tfNationalism and political liberties are extrEmely 

difficult to reconcile". 22This is not just a facet of 

modern African states; examples can be drawn throughout 

history of nationalist parties which brook no compromise 

with their ideologYF and seek to eliminate 'opponents' 

19. See note 12 SUE£~. 
20. See Geertz, oP.Q11. p.155. 
21. D. 1Jerner, The rassing of Tradi tion'£:.l.'§.2£.ietJ[ 

F'ree Press g New York, 1958. . 
22. E.Kedourie p Nationalism, Hutchinson University 

Library, London 1960 p.107. -=----



-within and without the party who diverge from the given 

line. 

It is interesting to n~te Kirchheimer's 

distinction between the ideology that always excludes the 

non-believer (epitomised in Communism) and the various 

populist ideologies in the Third World that exclude 

nobody, but seek to create a sense of popular support 
23 

whioh intimidates would-be opponents. Of course p 

Kirchheimer is writing on an ideal level - no ideology 

excludes r).obody. But his basic idea is correct; many 

African socialist parties seek total popular inclusion 

followed by conversion, rather than drawing an initial 

line between true-believers and non-believers • 

27 

. The element of rigidity that socialist/nationalist 

ideology introduces into African society is not 

disadvantClgeous, as Parsons claims, but provid,es a framework 

on which :to build a sense of nationhood. 

UNJPAR~YISPII AND DEMOCRACY 

The highly~differentiated character of the social 

base of the new states supports the claim that a one~party 

structure.is the pragmatic form of governmental organisation, 

an integra,tive and stabilising structure aiming towards the 

fusion of both functional (for example, women's organisations) 

23. O.Kirchheimer, Politics, Law and Social Changr;:, 
New York, Colombia University pres"S;19~Z. 
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trade unions, or youth mOVl ~l1ents) and ethnic diverse groups. 

Emphasis is pl~ced on the essentially democratic nature of 

the party,in principle at least. 

Vital to uniparty theory is the claim that the 

party provides the criterion of membership in the political 

community as nothing else can: most historically familiar 

(Le,Western) criteria are.' inadequate: ~ is viewed in 

terms of ethnic groups; langua~ and reli~n diversify 

rather than unite, while the concept of a binding territorial 

nation~~e24 has little meaning in a country whose 

boundaries were arbitrarily decided by alien rulers. The 

party is hence the only national unit to which the 

population, as a whole, can relate; "support for the party 

and its ideas is a way of entering into a social contract, 

of participating in a community that is in the process of 

becoming n ,25 -, -, 

The development of one-party states in Africa has 

led to a need tq reconsider some of the concepts used in 

traditional comparative government. 26 Such traditional 

analysiS, evolved through the Western concept of the 
-----------------------------------------------------------24, in this particular context, 'territorial nation 
-state' is used in the sense ~mployed by many Western 
students of nationalism, 1. e., as denoting the confines of 
a 'peoplefp-wh~ch Deutsch has defined as "a group Of persons 
with complementary- communications habits", See.The Growth 
of Nations g Bobbs-Merrill Reprint PS 62. ------
--~ 25. A.R.Zolberg, ~it,p.46. 

26, G~Carter discusses this point in'th~introduction 
to her book African One~Party State,E., Cornell University 
Press~ 1963, 
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, democratic I institution p used ~ber of 12.01i tical~parties 

as a sound index of the character of rule in a state. The 

issue revolves round a basic 9leavage; dictatorship versus 

democracy, so that one-party control became synonymous 

with dictatorial and quasi- or wholly-totalitarian rule p 

(for example,Nazi GermanYt Fascist Italy" or the USSR).27 

But the African one-party states suggest the need for 

revision of at_least pa~t of the argument, for they claim 

a democratic- nature by virtue of 

(i) popular elections, 

(ii) a broad base of popular participation and consent, 

(although the notion of mass support in a 

predominantly illiterate or rural society may 

be considered an aspiration rather than a reality), 

(iii) intra-:-:party group interplay. 

Such one-party democracy automatically classes 

27. The most serious flaw in D.J.McCrone and 
C.F.Cnudde's excellent development of a communications 
theory of democratic political development (tfToward a 
Communications Theory of Democratic Political Development: 
A Causal Model", APSR 61, (1967)v pp.72-79)9 is that their 
causal model nee8ssitates the classification of the "socio
economically underdeveloped nations" as "deviant" cases in 
terms of the model, although the authors' analysis of_the 
deviance, i.e. relatively high political development with 
a relatively low level of communications p is perceptive: 
in terms of our model r this nation is likely to experience 
severe difficulty in maintaining democratic political 
competition and may even collapse". (p.78).However, the 
analysis is based on the premise that the attainment of 
democratic political competition on their mul tipaJ):-ty 
model is possible or desirable when applied outside the 
'Western liberal" context. 



extra-party oppositions and cleavages as illegitimate -

and national unity is defined in terms of the absence of 

such opposition. Moreover, to permit sectionalism is ~o 

threaten the polity; the danger of secession in a plural 

society is always great: "every African nation, large or 

small, has its Katanga. Once the logic of secession is 

admitted, there is no end except anarchyn,28 

DISINTEGRATIVE TENDENCIES IN UNIPARTYISM 

So far, the emphasis has been on the integrative 

possibilities of, and rationale for. unipartyism. But 

many observers Bee defects and dangers in the Bystem~ and 

ways in which these parties may in fact also increase 

pressures diSintegrative to the nation-state. 

Nyerere, again, called TANU "a National Movement 

which is open· to all - which is identified with the whole 

nation;. it has nothing to fear from the discontent of 

any excluded ~ection of society, for there is no such 

section",29 Thus, not only is the absenceof opposition an 

indication of unityp but because unity has supposedly 

been achieved,there is also no reason for opposition to 

exist. 

But "despite admirable pretensions of democratic 

30 

----------------------------------------------------------28.Emerson in I..aPalombal'a and Weiner,op.cit.p.271. 
29.Nycrere quoted in ibid., pp.267~303: '--
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30 
centralism", in many one-party states there is little room 

for dissenters. Emerson's theme is that the party may work 

for national integration, but the danger is always present 

that disaffected minorities might be festering towards 

revolt under the enforced surface appearance of unity. The 

widespread charges of subversion, the ousting of 

governments, and attempted col!.Qs, or successful and 

attempted assassinations of African leaders g indicate the 

gap between political reality and the cla~ms to have 

achieved national .unity under single party rule. 

National unity and internal stability depend on 

the extent of national consensus31 and public order. Often 

the latter are at a low level, for the prime condition of 

nation-building" steady progress in the slow process of 

national maturation, is precisely what.the nations are 

lacking. The party hierarchy faces challenges from many 

.', sources; for example p from tradional elites p 32 or from 

universi.ty sfudents impatient for power. 33 Geertz sees, 

within the people of the new states, internalised frictions 

arising between. two powerful but independent motives. 34 

30. Emerson, ibid. 
31. S.M. Lipset defines "national consensus" as 

"agreement on the norms of tolerance which a society .•.. 
accepts", in Polttical Man, Doubleday Anchor (1964),Ch.2. 

32. Forexa:mpIe--;-the cental government. of Ghana had 
great problems with Ashanti nationalism and the outbreaks 
of violence which erupted in the mid-fifties and since 
independence. _ 

3j.It appears from content analysis research of 
newspaper reports that left-wing student opposition seems 
charaoteristic of many French-speaking African states. 

34.C.Geertz,"The Integrative Revolution" in Old 
SQ.Qie-=t:Je~and New ?tates f Free Press of Glencoe, New YOrk 
\1963), pp.l08-9. 
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On the one hand, 1.'10 desire for recognition and 

the s~arch for self-identity remain bound up with the ties 

of blood, race, language, locality, religion and tradition. 

But the people also become increasingly aware of the 

advantages of , building an efficient and dynamic modern 

state. And the possibilities for soc~al reform and 

material p!:,ogress can only came through union in·a 

reasonably large and powerful well-ordered polity. Yet, 

this for the,individual, involves. the risk of a loss of 

definition as an autonomous person, by absorption into a 

mass p or domination by a rival community.· 

Unless the individual can rela:te national politics 

to his personal situation p it is difficult to become 

involved. But an increased awareness of the importance of 

the central authorities involves an educational-political 

process which could politicise primordial loyalties (as 

happened in Nigeria), So that at a time when the national 

party seeks to submerge social differences and divergent 

tensions, this associational development may in fact, be 

making social differences equivalent to political 

differences - o~the path that leads to disunity. 

Such a sharpening of tensions is illustrated by 

the experien"ce of the Parti Democratique de la Cote d' 

Iv-oire (PDCI) in the Ivory Coast; leaders designed a 

structure which reinforced some of· the obstacles to 

national integration, while some elements of the party 



structure became even additional obstacles to the 

achievement of ,.unifying goals. The main fault is now 

seen to be that the basic cell of the party was either 

the ethnic group or tribal unit, instead of being of an 

associationa,l nature. 

33 

At the uppermost levels of the party organisation, 

such a structure encouraged the transformation of local 

ethnic 1eadersirito national leaders. This~ in fact p 

reinforced particularisms p or even created an ethnic 

consciousness, where it had not previously existed. 35 

While the fact that there maybe no real 

distinction between state and party has its integrative 

advantages p it also has potential disintegrative force. 36 

Loyalty to the nation is equated with loyalty to the 

party. Thus, party disaffection may lead to disaffection 

from thenation·gstate itself ~ secession from the political 

process, The problems of achieving some level of integration 

are complicated by such a potential pattern, whether the 

party be "revolutionary-centralising~ attempting to merge 

35. Synthesis of a large part of the discussion 
contained in A.R,Zolberg's One PartLGovernment in The 
Ivou-2,oast P. ~ • P. ( 1961.J- ). ~.-'. - ,-

3D. Welner and La Palombara op.cit. p.415; and 
F. R. Von de). ... Mehden, ~§ of'_ the D.~.§.l~ing tLat.top§.9' 
U. of Wisconsin Pressp.58-59, are both useful on this 
point. 



all units into one national culture 9 or "pragmatic'Q 

pluralist lS
, indulging in "ethnic arithmetic and looser 

. organisation It. 37 

In Emerson I swords, "enforced political unanimi t~r 

is a mere palliative tl ,38 and social-political cohesion 

37.Coleman and Rosberg9op",!"cA1.vin their introduction, 
suggest a classificatory system to differentiate styles of 
mass-party government g although the "inexhaustible mixture 
of differentiating elements" (p.4) might more readily 
suggest a continuum. on which parties could be ranged between 
the poles (i,e. what the authors call revolutionary
centralising and, pragmatic-pluralist systems), The 
differentiating factors can be broken dovm according to 
organisational aspects and degree of popular participation: 

r---------------------.----.-----.. ~--.---.----.---~~"'-------
Differentiating 

factor 

1. POPUI,AR PARTICIPATION 
a)degree of intraparty 
mobilisation & expected 
popular commitment 
b)mode of individual 
participation 

2. ORGANISATIONAL 
ASPECrr'S 

a)degree of intraparty 
hierarchis~,centralism, 
and discipline 

b)degree of associational 
monopoly and fusion 

c)degree of party
government.assimilation 

Prag-plur. pattern 

partial/ 
intermittent 

direct and indirect 

Rev-centr.trend 

high/consta~t 

direct only 
between individual 

__ . ____ ~.-~.~.----+-&-'-party-state I 
variable; hierarchical high; monolithic f I 
& centralised by c·oncentration; i 
tolerated and conformi ty i 
controlled pluralism sanction severe 

variableflooser 
relationship 

limited assimilation 

high;total 
monopoly & fusion 

total 
assimilation 

See pp.67/fO infra for discussion and adaptation of this 
schema to therequirements of· this paper. 

38.Emerson in LaPalombara and Weiner Q.£.cit.p.300, 
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in many 'African democracies' is highly precarious; party 

leaders and govern~ent officials are accused of living 

too well, or too far distant-from the mass; consequently, 

the concept of 'guided democracy' might marne to be 

resented, especially if there exists a feeling that the 

elite is inward-looking, and not outwardly oriented. 

Also g the effort to justify the single-party 

system on the grounds that it prevents the dissipation of 

the limited available high-level manpower among several 

parties, loses much of its persuasiveness when account is 

taken of the many men immobilised,irnprisoned"or forced 

into exile by the ruling leader or party, a8 for example, 

was -the case in Ghana under Nkrumah. In the face of great 

insecurity, there is an ever~tightening restriction of 

the area of dissent. 

Conflict management has been called the essence of 

politics, and is, of essence, affected by the depth of 

societal cleavages; likewise, the quality of party 

leadership, its attitudes and skills v are important 

factors in how conflict is managed. 

Broadly-based parties, on the one hand, are the 

most often likely to be torn by internal bonflict p since 

they mirror the cleavages within society. But on the other 

hand, by penetrating to regional levels and localities, 

and by admittlng ethnic and non-party elites, the party 



pOSSil)ly provides opportunities for the settlement of 

disputes at a sub-system level p as in the local units p 

and at a lower leveloi intensity. 

The incentive to reconcile conflict is great - the 

costs of failure could be the destruction of the party, 

replacement of civil by military rule, or national 

disintegration and chaos. 

In summary f although the. integrafive possibilities 

of unipartyism are great p it also 'breeds potentially 

disintegra:ti ve tensions. If then, there are such dangers 

inherent in unipartyism, the question arises as to whether 

multipartyism can provide a viable alternative in the 

African context. 



CHAPTER THREE. 

M,u1tl.:partyism: a v,lable a1 -terna ti v£.....!..o_~1!I2.il?ar~yism? 

The concept of multipartyism examined. 
Its limitations in the plural society, 
both in democratic terms p and 
organisationally,in a situation where 
agreement on basic social norms and 
values has not yet been reached. By 
default~ unipartyism seen to stand as 
the most viable integrative structure. 

Political.scientists have been ever ready to 

classify African states neatly as uniparty or multiparty, 

and this practice has been followed in the introductory 

chapters of the thesis. However g data analysis revealed· 

that such compartmentalisation is a vast over

simplification, its main result being a sense of 

satisfaction to the neat mind rather than a useful 

classificatory system for identifying the main political 

trends within the independent states, It seems a reminder 

of the approach to politics which emphasised the study 

of institutions rather than the dynamics of the political 

process, So while for the present retaining the generic 

term 'one-party state' for the twelve stat~s so 

classified in Chapter Four, the question of multipartyism 

must be examined more thoroughly. 

In East Africa, Kenya, Uganda and Zambia represent 

37 
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multipartyism. 

In Kenya, the Kenya African National Union (KANU) 

has been continually in power since independence. From 

the start, the KANU-constructed cQstitv.tion operated 

against the Kenya Af~ican Democratic Union (KADU), and 

Kenyatta continued a strong regime, repressive against 

opposition parties, until KADU was absorbed into the 

ruling party. Even when the Kenya People's Union (KPU) 

split from KANU in 1966, two-party parliamentary 

democracy was never approached, the KPU holding a mere 

nine seats in'the 170-seat national assembly. 1 

Uganda's experience was somewhat dlfferent p in 

that Obote was forced into an initial coalition with the 

Kabaka Yekka Party, but within a year of independence, 

Obote's Uganda People's Congress (UPC) had an overall 

majority, and thence his regime became increasingly 

repressive and dictatorial, crushing opposition within 

and without the UPC. Even vocal opposition in the 

Nqtional Assembly was followed by crushj:l'l:g physical 

repr isa,ls against opposition parties. 2 

In Zambia, on the other hand, Kaunda occupied a 
-------------------------------------~------------------. 1.Percentage of seats held by KANU in the House 
of Representatives: 1964, 64.310 (83/129 seats); 
19659 81.4% (105/129); 1968 p 94.7"10 (161/170). 

2.Percentage of seats held by UPC in the Ugandan 
legiBlatu~e: 1964, 39.4% (37/94 seats);1965, 66.3~ (61/92); 
1967, 73.9%(68/92); 1968, 71.7% (66/92). ' 
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different position in that he tolerated the main opposition 

party, the African National Union, to the extent that in 

the 1968 elections, the ANC was allowed to put up its 

election list without 'difficulty, and in fact increa.sed its 

holdings in the Legislative Assembly. However, the party 

voting tended to be on tribal lines, and even in the 

parliamentary process, the ANC had no voice in the exercise 

of government policy.3 

Nigeria, in West Africa p was in fact the only 

multiparty state (at.federal level) in which all political 

parties played an important national role, while each 

controlled'its own region within the federal framework. But 

here also, forced coalitions meant that a major portion of 

the Nigerian people was in opposition; hence recriminations 

and hostility reverberated, tensions mounted, and 1966 saw 

the army £2_~P' which ended the' party system. 

The above summary of the party, situation in four 

states reveals the limitations of the general 'multiparty' 

categorisation; in fact many parallels can be drawn between 

unipartyism md the' party systems in Kenya, Ugand~l and 

Zambia. 4 These states have been called one-party dominant 

states, a more accurate, description. Bearing this fact in 

3. Percentage of UNIP seats in the Zambian 
Legislative Assembly: 1965, 73.3~ 55/75 seats); 1967, 6S~ 
(54/79); 1968, 70~ (56/So). 

4. See Chapter Five for confirmation of this 
statement. 
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mind i these states will still be included in the multiparty 

category for coparative purposes in the paper; a final 

assessment· is made in the Conclusion. 

MULTIPARTYISM AHPJH~· PLURAL ~CIETY 

In all four 'multiparty' states, the British 

parliamentary system was closely folowed, and its basic 

rules adopted, when the states came to independence, Thus 

by associationpthe concept of democracy that the will of 

the majority should prevail 9 was likewise adopted, the 

majority party in the legislature therefore holding all 

powers of government. As suggested previously; this 

concept has become central to the political process in 

class societies. 

But there is a more basic and alternative 

interpretation of democracy, one whose· roots are found 

directly in the Greek pol\§.f that all elements should 
., 

play some part in the decision-making process, This rejects 

the inevitability of government and opposition polarisation p 

and also the parliamentary 'ins and outs' sysytem, which 

inevitably leads, in the African situation, to group 

hostility through political w~rfare. "The democratic problem 

in a plurai society", states LeWis?, "is to create political 

5. W.A.Lewis, .op.cih,p.66. 



-: insti tutions which gi va al~ the various groups the 

oppOrtunity to participate in decision-making, since 

only thus can they feel that_they are full members of 

society"; and he argues convincingly that the most 

effective way to kill the idea of democracy in Africa is 

to adopt the Anglo-American system of "first past the 

post",6 This is readily apparent thrOl.1.ghout the data 

for the multiparty states g especially in East Africa, 

the _:J."ule of minority rights, the concomitant of majority 

rule, nevel.'" being seriously applied. 

However astutely Lewis argues his case for 
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c6alition governments, his study is perhaps based more on 

the symptomatic p rather than casual p level. He states 

that only by the participation of all groups in decision-

making p can they experience the united feeling of 

nationhood, But it is probahly more enlightening to alter 

his priorities by arguing that it is only with the united 

experience of nationhood, that cooperative political 

participation can then be achieved. .. 

What we are arguing here, thenp is that g whatever 

concept of democracy is espoused» only a basic agreement 
I • 

on thp fundamental properties of nationhood can form the 

cooperative ~oundation, This point of view approaches that 

6, Ibid., p.7:1.. 
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contained in Hans Kalsan's analysis of legal structure 

in his General Theory of Law and S~9(1945). In his 

so-called Pure Theory if L9.W, he argues the existence of 

a basic norm or "gruntnorm" as the "supreme reason of 

validity of the whole (legal) order".? 

The basic norm "is nothing bit the fundamental 

rule according to which the various norms of the order 

are to be created " ,8 Hence p adapting something of Kelsen's 

argument to the present paper, effective political 

cooperation in Africa is a pipedream until the basic 

norms and values of social action are accepted and 

unquestioned. This is saying that it is not merely enough 

to see oneself as a Kenyan or Ghanaian national p but also 

to have in common, within the atate, a tacit agreement on 

basic social norms of action and decision-making whose 

validity is unquestionable, 

At the present time, the picture in many an African 

state is one in which laws are passed p constitutions are 
-, 

made, by one section of the power elite, fol;' personal or 

party (but in any case p polttical), the vaiidity of a 

?, Brackets mine. Kelsen quoted in S.I.Benn and 
R.S,Peters, Social PrinciJlles and the Democratic state, 
George Allen and Unwin, London" TI'96'b)"P778; ~ 

8. Ibid. 
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-constitution, or rule of law, negating any basis for 

acceptance of authority, obligation to state, or in fact, 

to the socio-political system. 

The 'developed' states of the twentieth century 

reached their present position after centuries of conflict 

and violence; hence in deducing the chances of African 

states reaching such a position within a decade or two, 

the outlook is pessimistic. 

Thus it may be argued that p given the basic 

disagreement over values p multipartyism is by nature a 

disruptive system in the plural underdeveloped society. 

Perhaps the road to a higher level of integration lies 

through economic development and educat:j..on·above all, so 

that a sense of nationhood can be combined sith a pride 

in the particularistic tribal heritage. 

On a philosophical~theoretical level p then, a 

strong case is made for unipal"'tyism: "1f~e have had no 

time to educate our people in political subtleties p and 

the lead.er who tries is lost • Political diversification 

would be at best a waste of energy and at worst an 

opportunity for our enemies to divide us again. We have 

a great deal to do, We must do it fast. This (political 

centralisation) is the best way. We cannot afford political 

luxuries". 9 

9. This rationale for Unipartyism is quoted in the 
New York Times, 27 October 1960, attributed to an unnamed QUOin-san. -~--. 



Hence, by defaultp -mipartyismstands as the most 

viable structure to promote national integration and 

build social conflict in the plural society. It is time 

for a detailed analysis o~ the data on the sixteen 

states, to examine the validity of the inherent 

assumption that unipartyism per .se limi-~s conflict and 

smooths the process of national integration; however, a 

preliminary explanation o~ the methodology involved in 
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the analysis is necessary before any conclusions are drawn. 



CHAPTER FOUR 
~~. ~---= 

A sample of sixteen independent black African 

states has been takeniover a perid of time from the month 

of independence from colonial rule until December 31 1968, 

or until a successful POUI!. ~!, if this came prior 

to the aforementioned date, At that date, twelve states were 

(or had been) constitutionally uniparty, and four, multi

party1, 

HYPOTHESES 

Two hypotheses are posited for testing: 

&.£2.th.,esiE.-_l. Tha~ 9 in accordanct:LJ!:\.~h the claims of 

th~ advocates the incidence of social 
..:;..;;;:.......;;.=-..:;;.;.;.~'"'-=~...;;;;..;;.,.;.;,;,.r.~ _ 

con.fJ~ver time in the one'::'p-ar!y state is lower 

~..l..in m1!)tipartuone--par~y states. 

This hypothesis suggests that unipartyism is a 

surer vehicJ~e"throughwhich to develop socio~poli tical 

1. Bearing in mind the fact that the concept of 
multipartyism here includes those states often denoted as 
one .. party-dominant : that is, Kenya, Uganda and Zambia t 
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integration than is multip3.rtyism 9" because party poll tical 

conflict would encourage conflict of values, rather than 

of interests, and thus stimulate disintegrative trends 

within the state. Therefore, although there exists a wide 

variation in uniparty organisational structures, conflict 

within any and all of the one-party states should not 

exceed that in any multiparty states," 

!!J;12othesi.!'LZ.. r~J.1hat the mo.rf: ..... £:£I!-trali~d and authoritarian 

the structure of the uni2a!~ the higher is the 

il}c~.q~ncLof s_~~~~l conJ.1i£h 

Having hypothesised that unipartylsm J2.er se is 

a surer vehicle against social conflict than multipartyism, 

this hypothesis suggests that variations in conflict 

levels are to be found within the ul)iparty groups of states 

themselves. 

Coleman and Rosberg (p.34 note 37 supr..§:.) have 

suggested in- their classification of 'revolutionary

centralising' and 'prag1TIatic-pluralist' mass parties, 

that there are considerable differences between these 

parties in diff0r"ent states, The model used in this paper 

(p,69 infra) plots states on two axes: (i) the revolutionary

centralising/pragmatic-pluralist and (ii) democratic/ 

authoritarian. It is hypothesised that revolutionary

centralising states, with their high conformity sanction, 

exacerbate tensions by attempting to enforce total 



-"assimilation of groups into the uniparty mould and idea , 

more so than those states with a lesser degree of 

mobilisation and hierarchism. 

Likewise~ those states on the democratic/ 

authoritarian continuum closer to the authoritarian 

extreme, because of their repressive nature, are expected 

to generate the conditions for a higher incidence of 

social conflict than those nearer to the democratic pole. 

In addition to the two hypotheses, a further 

methodological question will be analysed g namely that 

the use.of comparable aggregate social conflict data is 

possible cross-nationally for Africa. 

Given the indicators of social conflict employed 

below to assess the incidence of social conflict in 

sixteen African polities," it is hypothesised that certain 

categories of conflict will be evident as common to all 
. 

states; thence p certain statements could be made about 

social conflict and party organisation, or social conflict 

-and development, which would apply to the study of most 

African states, or those throughout the developing 

world. this is turn may provide pointers to th"e major 

problem areas facing African governments; pinpointing 

the areas of most violent dissent or repression may prov~ 



useful in suggesting poss ble solutionsto f or at least 

alleviations of, certain social sores. -

National unity and internal stability depend on 
2 3· the extent of national consensus and public order • 

Conflicts arise from cuI tural-·racial tensions or from 

socia-economic disparities between groups within the 

confines of the state, as well as from the internalised 

frictions of the man faced with a choic~ between 
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traditional and modern values. The clai.m of the mass party 

is that it promotes national and political integration 

by controlling and therefore limiting, conflict within 

the polity. Hence, conflict management, th~ establishment of 

procedures to allow for differences and.compromises 

between opposing points of view and to accomodate differing 

ideals (if not ideologies)~ assumes central signifance 

in the developing areas. 

DEFINITION OF CONCEPTS 

The testing of the previous two hypotlieses requires 

the definition at the concepts of integration and social 

2, That is, "agreement on the norms of tolerance 
which a society accepts", S,M.Lipset, Political Man,p.2. 
Doubleday Anchor, 1964-, " -

3. 'Public order' is defined in terms of a low 
level of social conflict. Viz,. p.54 ~ for a definition 
of social conflict. 
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conflict, as well as that of the one-party state. 

As a concept, unipartyism is self-explanatory. 

The working definition utilised in this pa.per is that a 

one-partj' st~te is defined as that state which 

constitutionally had one-party government, or which in 

practice held 90% or more of the seats in the national 

legislature one or prior to (in those states which had 

undergone a co~~d'etat), 31 December 196$. • 

. This opera.tiona+ definition is made somewhat 

arbitrarily; but nQguidance as to such a definition was 

indicated in the sourqe material, and it seems that any 

party which holds 90% of the seats in the national 

legislature, controls. tl~e government unilaterally, 

without feras of, or restrictions imposed bYf serious 

organised opposition I . 

Per-haps the best conceptual/definition of -

in~tegr?;:tion as a ' condition' is given by Karl Deutsch 

et al~ in defining a "se~mrity-comrnuni ty" as a group 

of people which has become"integrated". By integration 

they "mean the attainment, within the practices strong 

enough and widespread enough to ensure for a'long'time, 

dependable expectations of 'peaceful change' among its 

population" • 

4,. K.W.Deutsch et a~.IiPolitical Community and the 
NorthAtlantic Area fI hi International Political 
g_<2.P.l~n i ~ p. 2 • 



By"sense of community" is meant "a belief on the 

part of individu~ls in a group that they have come to 

agreement on at least this one- point: that common social 

problems can and must be resolved by processes of 

'peaceful change'''. 
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"Peaceful change" is the "resolution of social 

problems p normally by institutionalised procedures, without 

resort to large-scale physical force", 

"A security~community, therefore p is one in which 

there is real assurance that the members of that community 

will not fight each othe~_physically, but will settle their 

disputes in some other way". : 

As a condition to be attained, African polities fall 

far short of the ideal. Deutsch used a survey on attitudes 

to operationally test the definition; at present p such data is 

almost totally lacking in relation to Africa. Although sense 

of community il}. an African state could be inferred from an 

assessment of the level of social conflict in the polity, as 

could the level of belief in basic societal norms, But there 

are problems in trying to operationalise this definition for 

Africa. 

The time period by.which to judge the strength and 

diffusion of institutions and practices, towards promoting 

peaceful change for a long time, is not available. Besides, 

Deutsch is not explicit upon what constitutes a 'long' time 
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nor is he on how many tinles social problems may be resolved 

by other than 'normal' means, or on what 'large-scale 

physical force'. 

Perhaps the main problem with such a 'condition' 

definition of integration p the question of how far a 

community can slip from the ideal before it ceases t9 be 

. classified as 8.n integrated securi ty=community. Without 

the 'real assurance' that no physical violence will 

occur, very few states in the Vlorld can call themselves 

'integrated' in Deutsch's terms, or else would require 

continual reclassification as physical violence erupted 

and subsided. However, the merit of the definition is that 

it denotes the essential chacteristics of integration. 

Because it is difficult to aBsess what in fact 

constitues the ideally integrated community, if not 

presumptuous to attempt .to do SOt it seems better to 

compare stat-es as to a relative level of int~grationt In this 

vein, Haas uses the term integration to refer tonthe 

process whereby political actors in several distinct 

(sub-national) settings are persuaded to shift their 

loyalties, expectations and political activities toward a 

new centre p whose institutions possess or demand 

jurisdiction over the pre-existing (tribal and regional 
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loyalties)". The definition, thus phrased, is applicable 

to AfricB g and echoes the sentiment of Jacob and Teu.ne 

that integration is a relative term and not a specific 
• 1... . 6 condJ.-l.Il.on. 

Coleman and Rosberg define national integration 

as a broad subsuming process whose major dimensions"are: 

"(i) POLITICAL integration, that is p the progressive 

bridging of the elite~mass gap on the vertical plane in 

the course of developing an integrated political 

process and a participant political community; 

(ii) TERRITORIAL integration - the progressive 

reduction of cultural and' regional tensions and 

discontinuities on the horizantal plane in the process 

of creating a homogeneous territorial political 

community". 7 

This definition, again, appears difficult to 

operationalise in the case of Africa, since data is ....... . 

limited on such indicators as cpmmunications flows, 

education levels, or miles of road built, as is survey 

data, which seem to be the best indicators by which 

to assess Coleman and Rosberg's concept of integration. 

5. E.Haas, The Unitt!lLof Et.!E.2.l2e, Stratf?rd 
U.P.1958. p.16. Brackets indicate our word-substltutes. 

6. Viz. p.5-6 ~~pra. . 
7. Colman and Rosberg, Q].cit. p.8. 
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Deutsch' et al. pro':idc;)d a useful key to a 

possible operational definition for Africa with their 

concept of integration defined in terms of level of 

societ~l conflict8 . It is proprdsed in this paper to 

operationalise 'national integration' in such terms. 

Louis Coser has conceptually defined social 

cO.Dj'lict. as "a struggle over values and claims to scare 

status p power, and resources in which the aims of the 

opponents are to neutralise, injure or eliminate their 

rivals ". 9This poses the question o:f wh ich values and 

claims p what status, power and resources? 

Lipset considers the existence of a moderate 

state of conflict to be necessaty adjunct to the 

"democratic" political system. 10This presents a problem 

in the operational schema also:- what is a moderate level, 

what a severe level? 

Feierabend and Feierabend's definition of politic§J. 

instabili til comes close to the others' , definition of 

social conflict: it is defined as "the degree or the amount 

of aggression directed by individuals or groups within 

the political system against other groups or against the 

----------~-~---------------------------------------------
8. Viz.p. 50 supra 
9. L7Coser, The Functions of Social Con~lic-l, Glencoe 

Ill,~ Free Press, 195b, ~----------~ -
10.S.M.Lipset, ~it. Chapter 3. 



complex of office-holders and individuals and groups 

associated with them. Or, conversely, it is the amount of 

aggression directed by these officeholders against other 

individ~alsp groups, or Officeholders within "the polity".11 

Here, their concern is with the indicatQrs of 

stability with{n all national political systems, This 

indicates a method which is applicable to African polities, 

since data is available on aggressive behaviour/social 

conflict within these states. Hence, operationally, 

integration will be assessed interme of level of social 

conflict and political instability. Low levels of conflict 

and high stability will connote relative national 

integration p as high levels will indicate a low integrative 

level. Thus the paper will be a study in relativity, 

although at a certain point, it would be difficult to draw 

the line between the level of social conflict which Coser 

or. Lipset would deem necessary to societal stability, and 

that which engend ers instability. 

11. I.K.Feierabend and R.K.Feierabend, "Aggressive 
Behaviours within PolitiDs 194-8=1962", Journal of 
ConfliQ.t_1Le~?olution, 1966,p.250, 



PROPOSED DATA COI/LECTION AND ANALYSIS 
-~---

Collectio~ of the data involved recording the 

incidence of social conflict indicators within the 
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territorial confines of the following states, all of 

which have gained independence from colonial rule since 

1957. 

Dahomey 

Ghana 

Guinea 

Ivory Coast 

Malawi 

Mali 

Maurital1ia 

Niger. 

Senegal 
12 

'I'anzania (mainland) 

Togo 

c Upper Volta 

~::.p.9-rty 

Kenya 

Nigeria 

Uganda 

Zambia 

The data. was collected i~ the Press Library of the 
----------------------------------------------------------12. ~anzibar omitted due to its confusiilg history 
and lack of data~ separation and omossion of the island 
section is possible because, "although legally'united', 
they (.Zanzibar. and the Tanzanian central government) are 
in fact two separate countries. A 'Revolutionary Council 
rules Zanzibar, has its own security police and 
immigration ;ealicy, and fiscal policyt •. Qhristain SC~&lnce 
M~ 5/3/68. 



, 
"'. Roya.l Institute of International Affairs 9 London, 

England, from. all English- and French.~language news

papers (these were numerous)·which the library has 

catalogued from the years 1957-1958. 

Certain problems arise in the use of content 

analysis, in this case, of newspaper articles. The 

comprehensiveness, reliabilitYf and qualitative 

chacteristics of the data documentition need to be 
13 

considered. 
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In any study, the student will probably never 

possess all documents existing for anyone historical 

situation; the RIIA Press Library provides, howev'er, a most 

comprehensive documentation of contemporary events in 

Africa, in the form of newspaper reports which are 

susceptible to empirical study. It is not claimed that 

such .reports provide a complete or totally accurate 

acco.unt of African affairs f but we believe that this was the 

bElst source of material available, and that by analysing 

reports from different newspapersp a certain control was 

exercised on the accuracy and extent of the data collected. 

13. Viz. E.Scheuch, "Cross-National Comparisons 
Using Aggregate Data", Chapter 7 in R.L.Merritt and 
S. Rokkan (ed,s.) ComJ2~ri~.Ea..ii0ns_9 New Haven, Yale U. p, 1966. 
and R.C.North p O.R.Holsti, M.G.t..aninovich p D.A.Zinnes p 

.c..:.onten"t, Jina~;y~s. Northwestern U.~.1963, Chapter 1. 
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~ince reports could be cross-compared and verified, with 

less chance of important events going unnoted. 

In utilising media data g it is realised that 

information is edited or omitted according to the policy 

and. terms of reference of the editor and newspaper. It is 

also quite possible that larger or more 'colourful' states, 

such as Niger-ia g Ghana, or Guinea, receive more attention 

from newspaper correspondents than do states such 

Mari tania or Niger, whose 'nevis-value t to the average media 

reader is low. But despite this reservation, the author feels 

that all states in the sample received adequate and 

comparable coverage in the media. 

Alsop newspapers probably provide a more reliable 

Source of data 9 in terms of objectivity and lacle of bias, 

than., say, government and official documents and reports, 

especially on the subject of internal social conflict. No 

newspapers indigenous to any African state were available 

for ,analysis. 

CODING 

Data gathered from newspaper articles was coded 

into thirty-two categories of social conflict: 

1. C.otu?' f!.:..eta t . 

2. Terrorism/Sabotage (non-tribal). includes 
=::-a-ssassln-a-Eion (and attempts) 
- bomb plants 
- rebel action 
- clash of terrorists and loyal police/troops, 



3. R~voltLr~utj.~y~ including, for example, 
- attempted coups 
- rincipient' revolt. 
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4. ~~--F~e~err9ris~li~g~onal secession, incl~ding 
- clash of central government and secessionist 
. forces. 

5. ~§:.!e of ~m~.ency 
- martial law 
. 'national crisis','upheaval' (eg. Guinea1s 

cultural revolution). 
- curfew 
- assumption of all governmental powers by president. 

6. :.:§guivo..£al f _J:1Qts includes 
accusations of active subversion 

- treason. 

7. Tribal ri_oting....M2- clas!les involving _death. 

8 I !12!2::tribal riotl:EKL.£l.ashefLinvolvin~~ includes 
- strikesp demostrations~ frays involving death 
- clashes of supporters of rival political organisations 
- violent police action in demonstrations, etc, g in 

which death occurs. 

9. Gov,£rnmentaJ:.LpartL J2uni ti ve_2c_tion~. _signific.§:.ll.~ 
per ~.Qr!.~L .. '£E~g,Lo \ill..~ 

- execution 
arrest 

- ouster 
- trial 

includes person 
reasons. 

- deportation 
- imprisonment 
- lifting of parliamentary 
- exile immuni ty 

in hiding, suicide, for political 

10. Crisis w..ith~!L1?~~rt;y/governm~!UI.J2@1"'~n?Emt 
- breach between leaders 
- internal party repression 
- radical reorganisation 

11. ~'y_..£.QY~rnmen.1Lc.§&netiJ2g.!'t;y l~S!lUf~Je; important 
P.21J. t i caJ;Le sl:E!!.a t i on • 

12. t Sigt1ifh2an:~' an:tt-:,governmen.i "~£l.~on. includes 
. - organisation of new opposition party 

- anti-government pamphlets, propa.ganda 
- arms trafficking 
- strong parliamentary opposition in multiparty states 

opposition: committees g or movement/organisation 
with especial anti-government purpose. 



13. !"lass flrr_~sj;l . .:.t:£~l._£:,tg. of '~]1~ign..ificant' ..Eers('ms. 

14. general strik~. 

15. Mass demonstrations or state-·wide demonstrations -rne vi o:renceT. 
16. !ides'f2E.~_ular disconten1 includes 

- 'profound political malaise' 

17. 

18, 

19. 

20, 

- general public clamour. 

§J2ec}fi,c tr°.t~~res-t:. including 
- threatened tribal/regional secession 
- tribal incidents short of physical violence 

rival hostilities between tribes p tribal and 
government officials p tribal factions within 
parties. 

§:pe..9lli_fL..~~ includes 
- claSh, of interests between ego party/government 

and non-party supporters or organisation 
- call for general strike, etc. 
- pressure on government by associational/ 

communal organisations 
- political 'incidents'. 

Rem:'es~_~se-2..~~§,ti veJo~r-L.~~ law~ 
~K_E:,ocess , 

- lav/s 9 bills 
increase in party/government politi.cal~ 
constitutional power. 

- declaration of one~party state. 

~ nqn.:-l~i~\v~!} vS..! . ...£J2,ecific ,groups 
- censorship 
- open dispute between group and gonernment 
- merging of parties with ruling party. 

21. Corrupllon.~CL~otherwis~. 

22. Loca.l strikes. ----- ... -=-----
23. graJdl..~l1illY~t:v~vef'!~dminist£=~tion, 

short. ooL.£E:a~sif?' 

24. Limited~~l demonstra~io!l. including 
- small political rally. 

25. /J.9...tJ0l.l....Y.~~nif~qa~t. J2ers_<2.ns • 
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26. Administra.tive action related to maintaining_~nte~ 
§ecm:iii;- eg, -1--

investigations 
troop/police movements to crisis areas 
(ie. falling short of direct physical action 
vs. persons7groups). 

27. Verbal h08;'(;i1i tXt 

28. Unsu'l2..st~!l.!iated news·J)?2:J2.sr reEor~ oJ un.£.ase, tension ,~t2 .. 

29. Ton-im12.~'p~nt resi~n?:li..0nj ~]ical. cabipst _~£f)~ 
!l2rl::. cr ]~l ' , . 

30. 3acialism in9J.cator_ - be·~weel!.. different racial gFOUj2s 
- iacial acts, hostility 
- deportation, imprisonment,etc,for racial misdeeds. 

32. ~s vs. for:~~€Ql..nati~a~~stLL§..£ial mirlQri ty", 
arising from 

- tsubvGl"sive activities' 
'enemy of the state' etc., not from overtly 
racial causes, 

Categories are coded thematically, in the sensa 

that one phrase or sentence will correspond with one of 

the above thirty-two categories, in general. However, 

it occasionally' happened that a sentence could be broken 

down into more than one categorical unit, for example, 

"anti-government demonstrators are arrested" 

is divisible into two units: 

(i) the act of demonstration against the 

government f as one un! t of category 2LI-, 

(ii) the act of arrest, one unit of category 25. 
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Notation of 'significance' in category nine 

indicates a person of rank - party leader, trade union 

leader p for example - who is mentioned as holding 

such high rank; if no such indication 01 significant 

position is, indicated p categories thirteen or twenty-

five would be used. 

Also, unless specific mention is made of a 

demonf;~tration being of large proportions (category 15) 9 

it is coded as limited o in category, 24.1~ 
The categories are constructed to be mutually 

exclusive. Certain problems are faced in this respect in 

that some phrases would implicity, if not explicity, 

cover. more than one category. For example g (Zambia: frol'n 

Financial Times of London, 2 August 1967): 

"contest •.• between Kapwepwe and Kamanga ••• a 

major power struggle is on in Zambia", 

is easily coded into category 10. But knowledge of the 

situation indicated that this was a tribally=based feud, 

raising the question of codification on the tribal 
, -

dimension also. 

However, it was decided that only the explicit 
--------------------------------------------------------14. All' data was coded by the author, with no cross
checking by other coders. This does face the single 
coder with problems, of bias or subjective weighting. 
However~ having admitted these potential hazards p the 
absence of an alternative course necessitated the 
existing method. 



'statement of the power struggle should be coded, thus 

avoiding the chance of subjective misinterpretation of 

the,situation or mistaken duplicati~n and consequent 

misleading ind.ication of conflict level. lJ.'his was ' 

justified by the fact· that explicit reference would 

genel"ally be made in another sentence to the implic it 

category (here p tribalismL thus cov~ring this 

dimension also. 15 

Having discussed the methodo;Logy of the paper, 

the_following chapter discusses tbe findings of the 

analysis p in addition to developing further analytical 

models. 

15. Here again, the limitations of written 

reports and problems of omission inherent in this kind 

of data collection and analysis are apparent. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

Data AnalysJs 

If one fact emerged from analysis of the data g it 

was confirmation of the belief that unipartyisID is a wide 

umbrella concept; in terms of party and governmental 

organisation, each state had its own particular variation, 

even if a few, for example, certain states of the former 

French West African Communityp operated on a common theme. 

And as this organisation often influenced the type of 

conflict that occurred p especially within the elite 

bracket, it is relevant to give an initial outline of 

governmental structures in the African polities. 

Charismatic presidential rule was the common 

feature, Qutthe character of the president was highly 

influential in determining his relations with fellow. 

politicians and the masses at large. There was no state 

marked by 1)armony in its development, although the attitude 

to dissent within and without the governing party varied. 

By far the largest group was marked by oppressive 

presidential rule;l the leader controlled tightly, 
. 

opposition parties were strongly repressed, internal party 

dissent wa,s crushed or driven out (although Niger and 

----------------------------------------------------------
1. Niger, Mauritania, Togo, Upper Volta, Uganda, 

Ghana, Malawi, Kenya, Mali. 
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- Mauritanie. proved a little dif'fel"ent from the others 1I in 

that their history was marked by practically total unity 

within the governing party). On the other hand, Guinea, the 

Ivory-Coast~ Senegal,Tanzania, and Zambia 0 were led by 

moderate and popular leaders 9 willing to listen to 

differences of opinion and tolerate opposition. 

Kaunda, while expressing interst in Zambian 

unipartyism,2 left the opposition ANC free to stand in 

elections. Nyerere in Tanzania, however, was hostile to 

the existence of outside opposition parties; but to counter

act this, Tanzania provides the best example of intraparty 

democracy in the one-party state. 3 

SanghaX' (Senegal), while being a popular moderate, 

did face a serious crisis within the party, a crisis 

heightened by the organisational structure of the party 

and government; as in Dahomey, which suffered identical 

problems, powers were separated along two lines. The 

president was chief of state and president of the consel1 

des ministres p while the vice-president (Dahomey) or 

prime minister (Senegal), w~s head of the government. 4 In 

2. London Times, 18 January 1965. 
3. For exaii1Ple~ from the London Observer, 26 

September 1965: Elections "proof that den1O'cracy -in a one 
party state works as well as anywhere", or The Hindu. 
19 May 1966 p "TANU emerging as the most dyn~mic f6rce to 
better the economic and social standards of the masses •• " 

4. Viz. La Monde 8 19 December 1962f re the 
Senegalese system~e Monde 27 October 1964 re Dahomey. 
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both states p two strong personalities with divergent views 

of the political process clashed continually, until either 

one was defeated (Dia in Senegal), or the army intervened 

to break the deadlock (Dahomey). 

Nigeria and Uganda likewise had a structure which 

heightened the inevitability of coflict between groups; 

both sufered from major tribal and regional divisions, 

which necessitated the formation of the federal/regional 

consti tutions. But as pa.rties were based on communal 

participation f the political st:t'ucture continually 

heightened tensions rather than promoting c90peration. 

Party deadlock was a c.ontinual shadow over Nigeria until 

civilian authorities could no longer cope with the 

situation; while Obote, holding control of the punitive 

force in Uganda, was able to crush his opponents, 

abrogate the constitution, and assert his authority by 

ruthless force, but at the cost of alienating much of the 

population. 

The situation in Guinea, Mali, Zambia, anq to an 

extent, Senegal, was further complicated in that the 

parties were split throughout the period into two factions, 

moderate versus socialist-Marxist; rather than take sides, 

the presidents endeavoured to mediate between the factions, 

They (the presidents) were largely successful in this 

because of the charismatic nature of their leadership and 

the powerful uniting force which they symbolised, 
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Finally, in a mere five of the uniparty states -
, 

Ghana, Guinea p Ivory Coast, Mali and Tanzania - was there 

a serious and concerted effort to develop an effective 

graf3s-roots organisation. Ghana stands distinct from the 

group, in that the development of the Convention People's 

Party down to the village leve~ was used mainly as a means 

of tight control of opinion, eradication of dissent, and 

indoctrination with Nkrumah's propaganda. Its purpose was 

wholly oppressive. 5 

But continual reference was made in the data to 

the democratic nature of the organisations of the Parti 

~mo£rat.t.g~~uinean, the Uni~oudanaise in lVlali~ TANU 

in Tanzania f and· the PE.!-.E.li_Q~.!1l££E.§l11S12e du Cote d I Ivoire 

in the Ivory Coast. Two newspaper entries for Mali 

illustrate the trend of opinion felt about the political 

situation in all four states: 

"Party officials make an effort to keep in 

touch with the masses and work hard to obtain 

support" . 6 

"Party organisation is repeated exactly at 

dlstrict and sub-district level, leading to 

a close relationship between Government and 

People; opportunities do exist for differences 

5. See New York Times 3 February 1964D and October 
17 1960, for ar'ti'cles ·on the dictatorial nature of 
Nkrumah's rule and control of the CPP. 

6. New York Herald-T~ibunet 10 February 1964. 
------~~.-~--



of opinion to be discussed and transmitted to 

the top. It is a mistake to write it off as a 

dictatorship remote from the people - it seems 

that the party has succeeded in creating a 

sense of nationhood~ the leaders keeping in 

touch with the masses".7 
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But despite such democratic organisation, the data 

indicated that in these states g as in the others, the 

(especially rural) masses had very little say in the actual 

process of hard policy-making, and remained largely 

unmov.ed by the purges and struggles at the highest level. 

In order to test the hypotheses p and Hypothesis 

Two especially, a means of distinguishing the organisational/ 

control aspects of the uniparty states had to be constructed. 

Coleman and Rosberg's classificatory system8 provided a 

basis from which to construct such a model. 

Eleven important facets of party rule and 

organisation were taken: 

Degree of popular participation and mobilisation 
Associational monopoly and fusion 
Communal monopoly and fusion 
Decision-making: elitist/mass involvem:ent 
Pariy discipline and hierarchism 
Intraparty democracy 
Party/government assimilation 
Presidential or presidential/cabinet decision-making 
Role of president - democratic, authoritarian 
Extraparty opposition - tolerated or repressed 
Extremist or moderate philosophy 

-----------------------------------------------------------
7. London Times, 7 April 1964. 
8. See p.34 SUP1~. 



For each state g a nigh, average, or low rating 

was given on each facet, and in turn these ratings were 

scored to assess the position of any state across two 

dimensions p and plotted onto Diagram I (p.69 i..n1.ra). 
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The democratic-authoritarian dimension was plotted on the 

ty' axisp the revolutionary--centralising/pragmatic

pluralist dimension on the 'x' axis. 9 

The 'Xl axis reflects the form of governmental 

organisation, in genera.l following the Coleman~Rosberg 

classificatory system, with some adjustments • 

. The'y' axis p on the other hand, indicates the 

relatively democratic or aythoritarian nature of the 

governmental system; here are included the degree of 

popular participation in the governmental process g 

intraparty competition, as well as degree of repression of 

opposition (within and without the ruling party), and 

presidential authoritarianism. 

It is felt .that this dimension is an important 

addition ti the over-simplified Coleman-Rosberg mOdel, 

along the liberty/control continuum s and also points out 

the shortcomings of that model in not distinguishing 

between relativel~r repressive and liberal states. 

Along the 'x' axis, is the revolutionary-

9. See b'pJ>..~d~1.9 pp.1LJr7-151 for the components 
of each dimension. 
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centralising and pragmatic~pluralist continuum; this again 

appears a more valid and valuable method of classifying 

states. Coleman and Rosberg's differentiation model is too 

rigid in that it would place all states in one or other of 

the two extreme categorisations, without allowing for 

degrees of differenc8 p which are apparent in the diagram. 

The third justification for such a graph is that 

developments and changes in the party/gover.nment policy 

and control can be indicated p ranging from Mauritania's 

slight alteration of position, to Uganda's dramatic move 

to the left and increased authoritarianism. It is 

significant that in all cases of changed posi Jeion p states 

moved in the direction of both increased authoritarianism 

and monolithic organisation and control. 

While it is not claimed that this model reflects 

total accuracy, it is suggested that it does indicate 

general1Yf the positions of the states relative to each 

other, and is .useful in relating degree of conflict -to 

system typology, and of pursuing the question of whether 

similar conflict patterns are, or are not, reflected in the 

situation of the states here. That is, whether party

governmental structure is a useful guide to assessing the 

degree of conflict within anyone state. 

Several initial points may be made here in 

reference to the positions on Diagram I. Commentators have 
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usually painted the Ivory Coast as following a more 

pragmatic-pluralist tendency than the data indicates here. 

Guinea is a paradoxical case; newspaper reports of Sekou 

Toure's democratic party and governmental structure could 

equally be weighed against instances of his autocratic 

tendencies. As can be seenv on balance, the data pointed 

to a dominant authoritarian trend in his rule. 

The whole question of categorisatIon of states as 

uniparty or multiparty/one-party dominant is highlighted 

a-gain in that three -of the four non~uniparty states were 

susceptible to classification and inclusion in the diagram 

on simIlar terms -co the twelve uniparty states. Only 

Nigeria 9 with its complicated system, and counterbalancing 

of tribal-regional factions at the party -level, could not 

be diagrammatically represented. 

The data collated into the thirty~two categories 

for each state and contained in Appendix I p
10 is analysed in 

the following pages, The actual total number of instances 

of each category per state is given in Table I (p.73 ~). 

However, as the data stood in this formo it was inappropri~te 

for comparative purposes; it is of little value to compare 

absolute figu~es between states whose independence was 

granted in different years. 

To overcome this problem p the total of data units 
-------------------------------------------------------------

10, Pp.130-:J.46 J in~. 
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for each category/state was adjusted as follows: 

thus making all states comparable by assessing the average 

conflict level per ten years. The multiplication by ten 

was made primarily because this avoided confusingly 

minute figures for analysis purposes. Table 11 (p.74 infra), 

shows the adjusted figures. 

For detailed analysis purposes o the conflict 

categories are grouped together in sections which reflect 

their common characteristics: 

1) Corruption 
.2) Conflict within the I power group' 
J) Associational/physical conflict 

(anti~government) 
4) Government positive conflict action 
5) Tribalism 
6) Racialism 
7) Foreign subversion. 
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Unlike demonstrations .or- strikes v corruption1 is an 

ongoing problem~ rather than a specific event; ther-efore p it 

must be borne in mind that enumeration of the category is 

derived from specific reporting of the word ~ so -that one 

notation of the category, usually represents the 

verbalisation of an ongoing problem rather than a specific 

lEvel or 'amount' of corruption in anyone state. With this 
------------------------------------------------------------1. Corruption is viewed as fitting within the 
theoretical framework of the paper. The corruption act is 
a diSintegrative force; it conflic-ts with the given values 
which the state or party is trying to inculcate. It conflicts 
with the goals of social and economic progress, and with 
the vertical integration gap between the elite and the mass. 
It breeds in itself conflict situations which can be felt, 
for example, in intragovernmental relations, or in the 
growth of popular hostility towards the government. Corruption 
was a major factor in the rise of social conflict in Ghana 
which led ultimately to the demise-of Nkrumah. 

As an act of aggression against national policy 
both in terms of' values and economics p corruption must be 
included in the definition of political instability and 
social conflict. 
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proviso, and the inherent assumption that when no 

corru.ption is mentioned, there is no corruption, it may be 

added that analysis of the data tended to give an overall 

picture of the level of corruption- in the African states. 

The Ivory Coast, Niger and Togo were the only states 

in v~hich no case of corru.ption was reported. Howeyer, 

considering the remaining thirteen ?tates, nepotism, 

diversion of f'undff and ministerial malpractice, to note 

some specifics, posed a major problem~ although the 

attitude to corruption showed some variations. 

For Guinea f Kenya Q Mali. Senegal, TanzB.nia, and 

Zambia g specific mention was made of the presidents'efforts 

to stamp out corruption within the ruling partyp although 

they met with varying success, In Guinea§ Mali~ Senegal 

major reorganisations of party and government structure were 

closely lin]ted wi~t;h the fight against corruption. Sekou 

Toure, from 1961-1968, was forced to reorganise state= 
2 

owned enterprises, because of graft, and several times 

(1961, 19639 1964, 1967) purged the PDG hierachy in an 

attempt to control corruption, which was openly admitted 
3 

by the party newspaper as a serious problem, But his battle 

was uphillp q.s reflected in the action. of both the United 

States and USSR in cutting tack aid to Guinea in the face 

2. gee London Sunday Telegraph 27 August, 1961. 
3. See Le Monde 27 April, 1967. 
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-of government corruption and indeCision. 4SenghOr, 

likewise J fought an" uphill battle within his party 9 5 

but also extended his accusations against his political 
, I-,6 , 

OPPOsl'vlon, Kelta managed to keep Mali relatively free 

of corruption p 7 quickly ~ealing with any kno"wn mal

practice p while Tanzania is notable for the openness 

with the ruling party admitted the corruption problem 
8 

within its ranks. In Zambia, K8unda established a secret 

police force in 1967 t~ stop the spred 6f corruption 

among politicians and officials. All the above presidents 

were faced with the common problem of subordinate 

corruption v of which they themselves were not a part. 

Kenyatta occupied a somewhat different pOSition, for 

while reacting strongly to corruption wlthin his own 

KANU ranks p he continually accused his opponents 

outside the party of corrupti.on, and apparently used 

devious election procedures to keep Oginga Odinga's 
9 

KPU out of parliament in 1968. 
---------------------------------------------------------4. New York Times 24 December, 1966. 

5. New York Herald Tribune 14 March, 1964. 
6. Viz. the Dia crisis within the Union Soudanaise 

in 1962 (Le Monde 18-31 December :1.962. New York Times 
5 Jan., 1963); and Senghor's attacks on the~c;ppositJ..on 
in 1964 New York Herald Tribune 14 lV1arch'1964 and 
Le Monde -:r-"May ;-T9b4. - < • - - ---

- -7. New York Times 20 Novemoer, 1968. 
8. ~UCrOmil)is·sion report in Guardian 8 

Apri19 1965;and report of the parliamentaryGmbudsman w 

Qaily~~e~ra~9 2 May, 1968. , 
9. D8.il:i.=T~legra£b. 6 January 1968; ~_ 

1 January 1968. 
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Malawi, Mauritania and Upper Volta cite cases of 

dismissals of government and party officials for malpractice 
10 . 

or misappropiation of funds. - Although it might be suggested 

that in Malawi~ no government official was free enough 

to become corrupt p since Banda was incapable of 

delegating authority and maintained almost the entire 

control of government affairs in his own hands. 

Elections seemed particularly p:rone to rigging. 

In Ghana, the 1960 and 1964 elections are cited as involving 

widespread governmental fraud and intimidation; Nkrumah 

claimed a 99.9% pro-government vote in 1964.
11

AS stated 

above, Kenya suffered from a similar malady, while all 

but one of the corruption indicators for Nigeria involve 

corruption or accusations during election-times. This was 

particularly serious in 1964, when the parties, split as 

ever on tribal linesp came into such a degree of conflict, 

accusation and counter-accusation, ·that the federation 

very nearly collapsed.,12zambia's general election in 

1968 9 (invo;Lving the opposition party, too) was considered 

fair, but within the ruling United National Independence 

Party (UNIP) irregularity, was noted in its elections for 
---~--~-~-~--~--~--~-~---~-~-----------~~~-~~~~--~-~-~~--~-~-

10, Eg. Malawi - Pl:-JJu., ~ele£rapl:!. 8 January 1966; 
Mauri tania ... Le Monde 5 July 1968; Upper Volta ~ Le MOnde 
26 July :1.963.---

Lt. 1960: New York Times 23 and 28 April, 1964: New 
York Times~ 6 February'-r964, -

12, NeVI York Times, 31 December· 1964; January 
1-5 1965. --- --
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party positions, following tribal lines. 

Ghana stands somewhat on its own p in that 

Nkrumah was represented as actually engendering and 

espousing corruption. He never accused any member in his 

own Convention People's Party of corruption; any 

opposition accusation was automatically denied 

without investigation and in 1959, Nkrumah barred a 
14 

probe on bribery charges against the government. Here~ 

as in Dahomey, the army cited ministerial extravagance, 

the many charges of corruption g and,waste r as prime 
15 

reasons for the decision to stage ~:'p'-. Lastly, 

the only instances of corruption stated in Uganda were 

charges by Z:l. deputy against Obote, his ministers and 

an army chiefJ which charges were not acknowledged, 

or investigated by Obote's repressively authoritarian 
16 

regime. 

The ._con~rol of corruption then p depends above all 

on the attitude of the leader, especially within the 

ruling party, although intolerance of external opposition, 

expressed through accusations of opposition corruption 
-------------------~-------------------------------------= 13. Eg. Dai1:Y.:. TeJ~r~h 22 August 1967: "Nearly 
a thousand more votes were cast in the UNIP elections 
than the number of people entitled to vote". 

14. lLew York Times L 13 May 1959. 
15. Ghana - Ne~ Yor1c_ Times 5 April 1966; Dahomey -

Guardian 29 October 19b3. 
16. Q~~leEE~h 6 February 1966, 
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leads one to question the veracit~l of such accusations. 

In· the context of other indicators too, these accusations 

often appeared to be another·-means of attempting to 

.discredit extra~party opposition in many states, a view 

further strengthened by the incidence of election-

rigging, by government forces p in order to minimise the 

Voice of opposition parties. 

The fact that the corruption indicator occurs 

throughout the history of independence p highlights the 

scope of the problem, and the difficulty to controlling 

it as a recurring dilemma, 

Corruption is n1r:8specter of party system; Ghana 

and Guinea (x~y-)p Kenya and Senegal(x+y-), Zambia(X+Y+) 

and Tanzania(x-y+)p all have high scores~ as well as 

Nigeria and Zambia being multiparty states arnongst the 

uniparty states. 

The presidential role is informatlve:Zsmbia p 

Tanzania, Senegal and Guinea have in common a moralistic 

. president faced with the problem of eradicating corruption 

in the party ranks. 

Kenya differs in Kenyattats use of corrupt practices 

against his opponents, while Nkrumah in Ghana seems to have 

actively cultivated corrupt practices in the CPP, and against 

his opponents. 
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Corruption in Nigeria pinpoints the vital importance 

of election results to the competing ethnic parties i ballot

rigging ru1d irregular disqualifications being much in 

evidence during elections. 
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The power group is defined as that body of men 

constituting the government of the state, involving the 

party and government administration, as well as those bodies 

within their jurisdiction 9 namely the a.rmed forces a.nd police. 

Eleven states underwent serious rebellion by the 

armed forces. This highlights the important role of the 

army as an organized and disciplined force in states which 

often lacked such organization and discipline in the civilian 

sector. 

However, the actions of the armed forces did differ, 

falling into distinct categories. 

In Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania, battalions mutinied 
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)n January 1964 not against the government~ but against 

their predominantly white officers g and to a lesser 

extent r about pay and conditions. The mutineers were 

favouring the Africanization of the army~ not opposing 

their own governments, although in Tanzania, a second 

mutiny in September 1964 was believed to be politically 

inspired by Nyerere's pro- communist leftist opponents in 

the government (especially Kambona). Kambona and Nyerere 

were in steady opposition until the rift became open 

in 1967, and Kambona was expelled from Tanzania. 

In Dahomey (1965 c~), Togo (196ioo..££) and' 

Upper Volta (1966), bloodless army coups precipitated by 

civilian political rivalries and confusion. In all cases 

t~e army stepped in to end the crisis within a government 

split into two opposing camps, In Nigeria too, the 

continuing political-tribal crisis since the 1964 elections, 

centred on the inter-regional tensions between the major 

social-political groupings, was brought to an end by the 

1966 cou,£,although here the case was somewhat different 

in that the' 2_o};lJ? was perhaps also a result of regi.onal 

problems in the army itself. 

On a more general level, a definite conpection 

was visible between government intervention in army aff'atrs 

and consequent army unrest. In Ghana f Guinea, Mali, and 

Uganda, all leftist revolutionary-centralising regimes, 

and to a lesser extent in Dahomey, the government clirec1;ly 
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interfered in the organisation and powers of the army. 

The first four states establishes 'People's Militias', 

paramilitary organizations which would weaken the power 

of the army, were responsible only to the government, and 

as in the Ugandan case, were downgrading the army 

and threating to arrest officers. As a generalisation, it 

may be stated that the army followed conservative 

traditions, freedom from corrup~tion, and a rigid discipline, 

as opposed to the often opportunistic extremism of their 

governmE;Jnts. The Ghana and Mali civilian governments fell 

to army Q2.]dJ2.s/uecause of this dispute between the two groups. 

Throughout Uganda's independent historYf the army had been 

turbulent, had been frequently involved by Obote in political 

affairs~ and was in a state of turmoil at the end of 1968 

(viz. co~ 1971). 

It is interesting to note that in Guinea, on the 

other hand, the army had privately confronted Toure in 

December 1966 because of the weakened army role at the 

expense of the Peoplets Militia, Sekou Toure backed down 

on this issue, so that by 1968 g the army coule be reported 

as suffering nno discontent tt •• p well-paid and listened 

to".l This reflects the overall impression of Guinean 

government, in which government and other groups were able 

to meet frankly and enter into fruitful two-way communication. 
---------------------------------------------------------------
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Such loyalty of the army was important to Tours during 

the upheval of the 1.967-68 'cultural revolution', Likewise 

in Senegal, the loyalty of the armed forces and police 

saved the Sanghor regime from collapse during the 1965 

government crisis. 

Although the army often claimed to enter the 

political arena as an'honest and impartial broker', the 

spectre of trabalism was apparent in army-civilian relations. 

Nigeria has been mentioned in this respect. The 1963 Dahomey 

crisis leading to the 1963 colu2, was ex.acerbated by tribal 

hostilitiGS between President Maga and army chiefs; in 

Kenya~ Kenyatta never trusted the army since almost no 

Kikuyu.or ·Luo held rank in it. Thus he avoided using it 

to settle political disputes or civilian political troubles. 

abate in Uganda took the opposite extreme; he was faced 

by powerful conservative opposition in the army because~ 

of his dictatorial tendencies p but sought to overcome this 

by playing on tensions between southerners (Bantu) and 

northerners (Obote's fellow tribesmen), and then purging 

the army of the Bantu group and involving the Northern 

army faction clo~er i.n the affa:irs of the state. 2 

2. Other army problems were localised; no depth 
information is available 1'e the 1962 army revolt in 
Mauritania: the 1963 Togo .2.2££ was not the result of 
political or interference problems, but due to personal 
military grievances. The generals wanted a larger army 
and more central role in Togolese affairs. 
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In summary, it can be statea that the more 

authoritarian and centralised the government was o the 

more-likely was it to clash with the army-in its efforts 

to control the latter's independence. 

Certain patterns also emerge in the intra-party 

government civilian conflicts. One thing was clear 9 that 

regardless of governmental system or unipartyism, 

multipartyism, or one-party dominance, intraparty conflict 

was much in evidence and of high intensity. (In Ghana, 

interestingly enough. all indicators for 10,11, and 23 
3 -

categories were of a governmental repressive nature. 

As can be seen on p.92 infrliL the violence against the 

government. was largely covert in the form of terrorist 

bomb attach:s against the person of Nkrumah). 

The clash of major personalities was a common 

feature in many states: Dahomey; Ivory Coast, Kenya p 

lVlalawi,Nigeria~ Senegal, Tanzania, _.Togo9 Uganda, and Zambia 

experienced such clashes. Not only were personalities involved 

but different political philosophies and ideas of government f 

and tribal divisions which in turn split the party. In 

3. That is, 10 - Crisis within party/government/ 
parliament. 11 - Key gov'ernment/cabinet/party reshuffle; 
important political resignation. 23 - Strains within 
party/government/administration r short of crisis. 



. Dahomey and Senegal, the separation of powers·between 

gov6l:."nment and par.ty served to magnify and focus 
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competition because of the c.ompeti tion for power between' 

the bodies. 

In Dahomey~ Ivory Coast, Kenya, Mall, Malawi, 

Nigeria, Senegal, Tanzania and Uganda, the president or 

government head was directly involved in the power 

struggle between his ovm camp and that of his major 

chcu:'ismatic opposition. In Zambia and Gruni tisky' s· Togo, 

however, the president was placed in the unenviable 

position of mediator between the tWo groups. This was 

also the case in Guinea, Sekou Toure being caught 

between Marxist-radical and the moderate factions. This 

clash between .Marxists and non~Marxists or moderates 

was a wiae-spread phenomenon , especially in the ex-French 

colonies, as well as in Kenya and Tanzania, where the 

leaders faced serious threats from pro- Chinese sympathisers, 

Oginga Odinga and Oscar Kamoona respectively, 
-.",. : 

In general, the leader himself s~o0ed a.low level 

of tolerence towards opposition; the average president was 

strict it1 the enlorcement of his own authority, if only for 

the reason that intra-prirty opposition ten~ed to be of the 

type that demanded his overthrow r~ther than compromise 

policy. 1'hus at the top level, democracy could not operate. 
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But interestinglY9 at a lower level~ ·socialist 

democracy' was in evidence: the party grass-roots 

.organisations of Guinea f Mali p Ivory Coast, and 

Tanzania operated so as to give the mass membership 

maximum opportunity to be aware of government policy

and make known their own views. Sel~ou Toure (Guinea) and 

Nyerere (Tanzania) are neveral times noted as listening 

to and acting upon the wishes of the people, rather than, 

as in Ghana 9 indoctrinating them. Malawi was another case 

in which Banda issued all directiv'es and brooked no other 

opinion, constructive or otherwis.e. 

It is difficult to distinguish. between uniparty 

and non-uniparty intraparty violence levels. In Kenya, the 

srruggle between Kenyatta and Oginga Odinga was succeeded, 

after Oginga Odinga had formed a separate party, by 

infighting between Luo Mboya and the Kikuyu majority. In 

Uganda v almost a one-party state by 1966, the breakup of 

the UFC/KYC coalition,was followed by Oboteqs systematic 

pressure against the Bantu members of the party in favour 

of his ovm Northern compatriots. In Zambia, the conflict 

was late in coming to the surface, but showed the definite 

tribal-provincial divisions within the party. 

The only truly multiparty state in the sample p 

-. 
Nigeria, naturally experienced conflicts in the coalition 

situation at the federal level. But even here, it is 

important to note the internal rivalries within the separate 
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regional party governments. 

The problems of uniting the single party are 

unique. On the one hand p the uniparty is beneficial in 

bringing all important persons and sectors into the 

governmental process. On the other, no traditional or 

developed procedure is in hand to ensure mobility within 

the party. The charismatic president is there until his 

death, is allpowerful~ and is jealous of other potential 

rivals. The latter in turn are frustrated by immobilityp 

or neglect of their ideas. There is no way around the 

problem but violent conflict. We return to the problem of 

no common denominator of norms and values~ ap well as 

party processes p by which tensions may bo relieved and 

ambitions achieved. 

JJe\rels and Part-ies 

When states are compared, with type of.party~system 

related to the incidence of conflict, it can firstly be 

noted that the reality of unipartyism, multipartyism or one

party dominance, is not easily verified or brought out by 

the level of conflict. 

Colli2§. occured in both revolutionary-centralising and 

pragmatic-pluralist states. as well_as in Nigeria. For other 

indicators v states of both party structures, with the 

multiparty states included, suffered conflict. 
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4 Taking indicators and and three together, the 

basic threat to the governmental elite was posed in ten 

states, 

In the other categories p it is interesting to 

note the high intraparty'conflict levels within the party 

in the one~party democratic state. Kenya, Uganda, Zambia 

compare with Guinea p Malawi, and Dahomey in this respect, 

as well as illustrating that these states are to be found 

at several points across Diagram 1, although it is found 

that Guinea, Uganda and Malawi, both authoritarian and 

revolutionary-centralising D along with Kenya rapidly 

moving in that direction, also are grouped closely on 

the chart, but Dahomey and Zambia belie the guidance of 

the chart. 

Conflict within the power group was evident in 

every state. This, then, must point to some other 

consideration besides par"ty. system. The alternatives are 

a combination of personality clash and policy orientation 

(v'iz If the above discussion), especially between r left rand 

'moderate' groups, 

Guinea's score was inevitably high above all due 

to the cultural-revolution which raged within the party 1967-

1968, reflecting Guinea's ideologic'al kinship with China 

4. That is, Indica~l;or 1 - Co,!~: reVOlt/mutiny, 



-.'at that time. GllCtn8. q the mGBt extreme authoritarian 

revolutionary-centralising cha~tered state, has a 

conspicuously low average conflict level in this 

section. But knowledge of the regime does not render 

this surprising; the oppreElsi va nature of Nkrumah IS 

autocracy negated overt conflict within the CPP. 

'. 
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the single political party claims that its sphere 

of influence extends to all social, economic 8l1d political 

St~ctor8 of national and Gub~·national life. In fact 9 it 

disclaims partyism in the traditiona1 sense of a fractionaJ.ly 
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'representative system, placing itself as an all subsuming 

organisation through which all aspects of life will be 

ordered and organized, the sol,e organ through which 

economic progress and national unification will be fostered. 

Hence p any opposition voice arising outside this 

monolith is accused of subversive intent or treason, or 

the destruction of the national identity. Regular channels 

for the expression of opposition from outside the ruling 

party being suppressed, opponents are by default forced 

into silence or accomodation, or into underground 

organizations and violent action. This means that, 'by 

typing the opposition into a particular role, the uniparty 

so acts that the opposition is forced to adopt the very 

status given it - that iSg as treasonous. which in turn 

keeps the process moving in a continual self-fulfilling 

vicious circle. 

Categories two, six and twelve, 1 in this section 

indicate probable results of suppressing a regular flow 

of opposition - government debate; the physical opposition 

counted here is of a violent or subversive nature. But 

also, much of the data in these categories arises from 

government accusa.,tions of their occurence; hence category 

six is'equivocal' in the sense that the plots can be 
------------------------------------~----------------------1. That is, Category 2 - Terrorism/ sabotage; 
6 ~ 'equivocal' plots; 12 - 'significant' anti-government 
action. 



-,actualities, or the invention of' the ruling party as a 

means towards justified suppression of (suspected) 

opposition. 
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Looking at the particular categories of conflict 

recorded, the nature of opposition to the ruling elite 

c~n be determined, including the multiparty/one-party 

dominantsta tes here. Sev:enty-fi VB percent of the African 

states studied experienced terrorist or rebel action. In 

allstates, plots were uncovered against prominent members 

of the ruling elite; and 81.25% of the states experienced 

'significant,2 anti-governmen"t action. Within these 

categories s patterns also evolved as to who plotted, or 

what type of anti-government action occurred. 

By far the largest number of plots were laid to 

political opposition, members of banned opposition groups, 

or renegades from the ruling pa.rty. This was the case in 

81.25' of the states; but the data analysis revealed that 

other associational groups also were significant in their 

opposition to the government. Trade unions and stUdents 

figured prominently amongst these. 

Underground activity, including the organisation 

of terrorist groups, arms trafficking, or anti-government 

propaganda, was much 1n evidence, as was the organisation 

or attempted establishment of new opposition political 

parties, or non-government sponsored associational 

2. ie. Organisation of new opposition party; anti
government pamphlets p propaganda; arms trafficking; strong 
parliamentary opposition in multiparty states; or opposition 
committees, or movements/organisations with especial anti~ 
government purpose. 



organisations, such as rival trade unions or student 

groups. Underground activity scored in 68.75% of the states v 

and attempts to establish political parties, in 62.5' 

states. These were short-lived, as the ruling party either 

refused legal recognition to them,- or phsically destroyed 

the organisations. 

Niger was unique in escaping any form of 

demonstration (categories 15 and 24) or non-tribal 

rioting (8), Opposition in this grouping waS widespread 

in the labour movements, and in the educational sector: 

students, teachers, intellectuals, or university faculty. 

50% of the states experienced trade union hostility in 

the form of demonstrations or riots, The use of troops or 

armed police against demonstrators Was a frequent method 

of ending these manifestations of unrest~ while in 5010 of 

the states~ riots developed from clashes between 

governmental and opposition party supporters and hoodlums. 

:Specific non-tribal unrest (18) reflected in all 

states their particular problems and hostilities, all 

states experiencig such overt conflict, Again, trade unions 

and students figure prominently in this ca.tegory, as they 

do in strike categor-ies 14 and 22 f which affected 68.75% 

of the states, However p trade union grievances tended to 

follow a different pattern than those of students and 

intellectuals. The latter tended (-i) to be left of party 

leaders, more radical Marxists than the leaders themselves, 
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·who were often designated as being in favour of Marxism; 

(ii) to criticise strongly what they felt to be 
-

authoritarian tendencies or repressive practices in the 

political arena, Ex-French colonies particularly suffered 

in this respect; of the eleven states experiencing student-

government conflict, six were in the Francophone bloc. 

(Nine French West African states were included in the sample). 

Conflict between the ruling party and trade unions p 

on the other hand, arose largely because of government 

economic policy, The adoption of austerity measures meant 

government control and wage limitation. Naturally, this led 

to clashes with organised labour. 

Economic discontent was also responsible for much 

of the popular discontent (category 16) which 87.5% of the 

states experienced, Expectations were not matched by actual 

progress, 01" there was general discontent concerning the 

economic gap between the elite and the masses, A point to 

be made here, however 9 is that the 'public' involved in this 

context is almost wholly urban. rrhose outside the main 

urban areas rarely were awrae of issues in the cities p 

feeling little affected directly. 
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Much of the conflict in this section is related to 

the associational opposition section, reflecting government 

punitive action or reaction to hostile groups. Given the 

fact that opposition outside the uniparty is deemed 

intolerable and subversive, official punitive reaction to 

such opposition is expected to be severe, It is also 

apparent that opposition tends to revolve not around policy 

alone, but around personalities too, Since political 

opposition groups are forced into the position of advocating 
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~'the overthrow of the ruling party f their own leaders 

attain a certain charismatic quality, focus the loyalty of 

members, and also present a known alternative to the 

inevitable charisma of the president. 

Thus, government attention is focussed on the 

·prominent members among opposition groups (within the 

party as well as out) who are seen as articulators of the 

anti-establishment· threat. Reaction to this threat is 

apparent in category 9, extensive punitive action against 

significant persons. As can be seen t all states scored 

heavily in this category, especially Ghana 9 Malawi and 

Senegal. I:Phe Ghana and Malawi scores are felt to accurately 

indicate the repressive nature of these regimes. Nkrumah 

aimed at the systematic destruction of all opposition in 

the pursuance of his authoritarian personality cult; while 

Banda, Malawi's pathological and dictatorial leader, 

continually made accusations of harm to himself and the 

country ~gainst his opponents, most of whom had originated 

from his ruling party, but who had resigned because of 

his inability to delegate authority or trust. 

The Senegal score is more surprising, although 

Senegal was moving towards a more authoritarian state by 

1968. HO,wever f analysis of indicator 9 reveals that 

Senghor's campaign against corruption was responsible for 

part of the arrest figures s but with the attempted ~ 

/ 
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'of Dia in 1963, and subsequent events, Senghor seemed forced 

into a more authoritarian and rigid role by the violence of 

his opposition, rather than by a conscious policy of 

repression or personality-cult creation. 

Categories 19 and 20 represent an important fact 

in independent Africa too - the use of government powers and 

the legal system to enact repressive legislat~on, and act 

against opposition in all social sectors. Niger is alone in 

its lack of experience of any such reported indicator. 

Malawi, Ghana and Senegal again feature highly, although it 

is also important to note the consistent scoring in Kenya 

and Uganda especially, and also Nigeria. Ghana's history is 

an amazing catalogue of repressive laws against opposition, 

sanctions versus potential opposition, and increasing 

concentration of total power in Nkrumah's hands. 

In terms of Diagram I, the revolutionary-centralising/ 

authoritarian group do have a high level of conflict here p 

although.Kenya, Mauritania and Senegal (x+y-), and to a 

lesser extent Tanzania (-y+), are at a level equally as high 

as that of Guinea (x-y-). Otherwise, the remaining states from 

x-y+, x+y+, and x+y-, are in a relatively similar pOSition. 

This indicates a certain trend of heightened 

conflict with increased authoritarian-monopolistic control 

in the state. It may be posited that the more rigidly 

controlled the state, the more likely is the ruling elite 
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to eliminate opposition by any means at their 'disposal. 

But itcan,be no more than a statement of a trend; 

government offensive action is evident in all states. 

In this group of categories, three of the multi

party states score highly in the conflict situation: 

Nigeria, Kenya f and Uganda; but not so highly as Ghana and 

Malawi, and at about the same level as Senegal. The fourth 

multiparty state, Zamhia p scores lower. Multiparty or 

uniparty states are hence not placed sign.ificantly apart p 

either higher or lower, but are intermixed on the conflict 

continuum. 
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As with other categories which indicate a continual 

process of conflict p rather than just unique events, 

newspaper recording of tribalism tends to be incomplete, 

insofar as tribal hostility often goes' unreported until 

specific acts of physical hostility break out. However, 

if one fact was readily apparent from the data analysis, '-!lu. 

was that tribalism was and is a major problem in the states 

under analysis. 

The extent of tribal violence seemed to depend 

(i) on the size of tribes, and (ii) on their organisation, 

whether round a political figure or poll tica-l party. Hence, 

the party organisational factor is no guide to this type 

ofcconflict. 

On the positive Side, for example, twenty tribes make 
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up the Mali population. Yet hone is large enough to be a 

single effective political force, with the result that 

there was no major power struggle with a tribal basis, 

even though the tribes were not united by a common bond. 

Tanzania faced even greater tribal diversity with one 

hundred and twenty tribes p but here again, none was 

dominant,l thus providing tina regional/tribal focus for 

dlscontent". 2 Mali's main task, as with Niger and Upper 

Volta, was to find a way of asserting jurisdiction over 

the nomadic peoples, an almost impoosible problem when it 

was difficult to even keep track of the nomads. Mali's 

efforts to impose increased taxation and a controlled 

trading system on the Tuaregs led to the latter's 

rebellion 1963--64, which tied up most of the Mali army in 

desert campaigns. 

Four states stood out as suffering from crippling 

tribal frictions; Nigeria in the west, and Kenya, Uganda, 

and Zambia in the eas.t, Each of these is characterised 

by having several major tribal groupings, each with a 

strict political alignment that precipitated (i) civil 

strife in Nigeria and Uganda, (ii) the splitting of KANU, 

the governing party in Kenya, and (iii) the increasing 

crisis situations within UNIP, the controlling Zambia 

party, as well as heightened tribal-party polarisation in 
----------------------------------------------------------1. The Hindu~ 19 May 1966, 

2. 'QUOtedfrom The Times, 25 OctobeJ:' 1962. 
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the 1968 elections, between UNIP and the ANC. 

The post-Second World War history of Nigeria is 

filled with tribal hostilities in the largest state in 

Africa, with fifty-five million people and two hundred and 

fifty tribal/language groups. The country at independence, 

was split into regions according to the three main tribal 

groupings, Ibo, Yoruba p and Hausa~Fulani. Each group 

controlled a government at regional level and the constitution 

assured that the tribally-based parties at federal level 

would be in a state of continual friction. 

Almost every election was accompanied by great 

violence, the 1964 federal election crisis almost breaking 

up the federation. 

Uganda faced a similar situation, with major tribes 

compos3.ng four kingdoms, who faced a continuous struggle 

with both the central government, and minor tribes which 

tried to assert their ovm independence from the major 

kingdoms. Thus, po Ii tical parties were factional and tribal. 

The brief alliance of the UPC and the KYP split asunder as 

Bugandans aligned behind King Freddie, initial president of 

Uganda p and northerners behind Obote g the prime minister. 

Obote, with the army loyal to him p destroyed the Bugandan 

kingdoms exiled Freddie and became president himself', He 

consolidated his hold on the UPC in 1966 by ousting all 

southern and Bugandan ministers, known as the 'Bantu Group'. 
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Kenya, on the other hand p found its two main tribes, 

Kikuyu and Luo, initially aligned within KANU B while all 

other minor groupings formed the short-lived KADU opposition. 

Here again, though, the clash of personalities and politics 

between Kenyatta and Odinga (and later between Mboya and 

Kikuyu KANU members) led to the creatiom of the KPU g based 

on the Luo and Wakamba tribes, who together outnumber the 

Kikuyu. 'The animosity between the tvlO men, Kenyatta and 

Odinga, "raised the ,ugly spectre of triQalism again". 3 

Finally, Zambia achieved an initial facade of unity 

in UNIP. Kaunda was the only leader of the four countries 

who was able tb remain above the tribal divisions and act 

as a uniting fo1'c8 9 rather than be identified with one 

particular tribe. But in the first UNIP internal party 

elections for the important party positions 1 bitter triba;l 

infighting and intrigue developed 1967-1968 p again around 

the chief personalities under Kaunda~ Secondly, those tribes 

with little power in UNIP, that is, mainly the Lozis, Tongas, 

and lIas, voted on strictly tribal lines in favour of the 

ANC in the 1968 elections, increas"ing the party's represent

ation in the national assembly. 

These brief histories make it readily apparent that 

the type of government system did not affect the tribal 

animosities; whether lines were drawn within the party, or 

. 3. ~ Times p 13 July 1966. 
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on associational party lines, the conflict was generated 

and continued with venom. The very fact of the competition 

for power, whether between parties or groups within 

parties, exacerbated the hist-orical enmities be-Gw~en the 

larger tribes. 

Traditionally hostile to each other before 

independence, each sure of its size and power, the fact of 

independence just carried the differences to a higher 

level. Independence meant that the figh<l;ing would no\l 

assume national and governmental dimensions rather than 

sub-national goals. Thus p the situation in these states is 

much worse than in those where no tribe is dominant, and 

therefore, by power and size, lacks the ability to dictate. 

It is also worse than those in which one major tribe 

dominates and is able to control the government, without 

significant opposition, as in Upper Volta, where the Mossi 

tribe dominated the government. 4 

The problem is argued above (pp.J-I-1-4]) as a lack 

of basic national norms and consensus. Thus, a .9_o.uJ2 in 

Dahomey displaced President Maga of the north for a 

president more to the liking of the coastal people. 

The tribal problem highlights the artificiality of 

boundaries, which not only bind tribe~ together, but in 

othcr cases, split a tribe in two, as between Ghana and 

---------------------------------------------------------
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Togo (the Ewe tribe), or Kenya and the Somali Republic. 

Also, historically f colonists pacified, educa:ced and 

westernised coastal tribes first, so that these had the 

initial advantage in political/social/economic advancement 

under colonial rule. The sophistication of the Ibos, and 

to a lesser extent" the Yoruba in Nigeria, and the spread of 

Ibos throughout Nigeria in administrativ'e and entre

preneurial positions, proved a major source of conflict and 

resentment when northerners (Hausa/Fulani) began to flex 

their muscles politica.lly and educationally. 

Thus, in the state with major tribal divisions 9 it 

is difficult for national leaders to maintain a position 

apove tribalism. Kaunda alone achieved thisg although in 

Zambia too, tribalism was still rampant beneath him. The 

key elements to understanding post.sindependence tribal 

violence are thus the arbitrary creation of colonial" 

boundaries, and the historical conflicts between tribes; 

whate~er form of government comes with independence, the 

struggle for power and political organisation of communal' 

groups, only exacerbates the historical problem, 
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As would be expected 9 the racism indicator occurred 

most frequently in those states in which more than one 

racial group is in permanent resid.ence: -Kenya., Malawi, 

Tanzania f Uganda and Zambia in Eas Africa, and Mauritania 

(and to a lesser extent f Mali) in West Africa.The first 

group of ex~British colonies is characterised by a small 

white (English) population, a somewhat larger Asian group, 

in addition to the millions of indigenous African resieents; 

while the latter two states gave evidence of tensions 

between Arab and African segments of the population. 

Such racial conflict is to be distinguished from 

the other main source of racial tension, that involving 

short-term resident visitors, diplomats or journalists 

for example, which accounts for the spred of conflict 

through nations other than those mentioned above.In this 
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groupt the most common factor is domestic intolerance of 

criticism of the host country by foreigners.I;lews reporters 
1 were expelled for "false despatches, "harmful" reports or 

"subversion" or knowledge of subversive activities. 2 In 

Nigeria, a Peace Corps worker caused a major outburst of 

anti-American dnetimEnt by describing condirions as 

"primitive" on a post-card. 3 

Such trouble~p then, reflect the sensitivity of 

the newly-independent states to Qutside criticism. This 

is not just an African ethnocentric trait, but a common 

reaction in any part of the·world. 

Returning to. the more serious racial incidents, 

these can be traced to the relative economic positions of 

Europeans and Asians in East African society, to the 

continued and prevalent colonialist attitudes of many 

European settlers, and to the opposing force of'Africanisation', 

the pressure lJ8W.l.eCl to increase over time, The basic problem 

was the dominant. position of European and Asian minorities 

in the economies of the East African states. 4This of course' 

seemed illogical to Africans expecting rapid benefits in 

1. Ghana; see New York Times, Nov.29 1962; June 18 1963. 
2. See: Kenya :-LDndon~imes,11 March 1966; Tanzania -

16 January, 1966: Upper Volta ~- Parls Le Monde 8 April 1964. 
3. Nigeri§:.: see New York Times-;OCtOber 16,1961. 
4. For examples Tan7.ania 98;10 balck; but Asians and 

Europeans well off and in t·op jobs in Dar-es-Salaam, with 
feelings of superiority. Obs~Everf 1 p .Jan. 1962. ~f 55000 
whites, 17000Asians f 8 , 3m. Africans -economic reIlance on 
farming as mainstay of exports, largely European-farmer 
uroduced i Malawi, LI-m, Africans 9000 Europeans. 
"" -----
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was exacerbated by the fact of the retention, by most 

Europeans and Asians, of their British citizenship. 

Resentment was especially created because of this white 

"imperialism",5and in trade unions g business, farms and 

armies, hostility to whites was open.In January 1964, 

mutinies by battalions of :the Kenyan, Ugandan f and 
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Tanzanian armies were directed mainly at, the white officers, 

as well as over pay and conditions. 

All five East African states pursued an active policy 

of Africanisation, although the methods and zeal differed, 

according to the influence of the presidents of the states, 

TANU (Tanzania) and the Malawi Congress Party for example, 

permitted only black African membership.Nyerere and Kenya's 

Kaunda aroused the ire of their more militant leftist 

party members by seeking to protect Europeans and Asians 

from vicious discrimiriation. Nyererewasrned against such 

discrimination,6while Kaunda's "Insults Bill" made it 

a punishable offence to insult a person of another race, tribe 

or creed.? 

Kenyatta f on the other hand, was unable to control 

the violent anti-White/Asian feelings, even Kenyan citizens 

in these minorities were heavily pressured. Yhe 196'1 
-------------------------------------------------------------
Odinga. 

5. K~ -_New YOFk Times, July12 p 196L~, speech by 

~. Dawn ~Tuly 19t 1963. 
7. 'LO'ridon Financial_J~me.§., Jcm. 5, 1965. 
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-Immigr~ation Act paved the way for the major Africanisation 

of business, leading to a vast emigration of Asia.ns with 

British. passports to Great Britain,8 The 1967 Trade 

I,icensing Act limited trading to Kenyan citizens, further 

striking at the Asian entrepreneurial strength; while in 

1968~ British~o\'med firms were ordered to leave or be 

nationalised. 9 In Malawi, the Forfeiture Act was used to 

confiscate Britons' property, while cooperatives squeezed 

out many Asians in Tanzania. The government in,Uganda 

barred Indians from civil service promotion and fettered 
10 

European~OWJ1ed businesses in the public enterprise system. 

In Upper Volta and Guinea alsop Africanisation was 

even extended to the churches, Catholic priests and bishops 

being warned against political involvement~ or expelled 

for views contrary to those of the government. 
-

It can be states tldrt regardless of the type of 

regime, the presence of Africans p Asians and Europeans in 

the same state was ~oricomitant with racial conflict, rooted 

in economics. (Moreover, government legislation and policy 

pronouncements are usually of little use against what is 
.11 

. bas.ically an emotional problem). For example, despite 

Nyerere's warning against discrimination~ the government 
-------------------------------------------------------------
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still made life difficult for Asian traders i and in 1964, 

unsubstantiated plot charges implicating the British 

were used as a justification for expropriating many white 

farms and businesses. 12Moderates, such as Nyerere and 

Kaunda, were placed in a dilemmaJ their efforts to 

minimise l:,acialism were often opposed within their own 
13 

ranks. Kenyatta could not control his own cohorts, and 

none could press too hard for European/Asian rights, 

without being dangerously labelled as 'moderates' and 

having their credibility questioned. 

Mali and Mauritania provide a different setting p 

in that the clashes noted were between Arabs and Africans. 

Mauritania esp~cially, wIth one-sixth of its population 

black and the remainder Arab, suffered a major crisis 

because of black hostility to Daddah's pro-leftist-Arab~ 

states policies, and his 1966 ruling that Arabic should 

become the official language to be taught in schools, Blacks 

temporarily lost all important party posts, serious clashes 

resulted between the two groups, and it was only in 1968 

that the government made an attempt to ease the situation 

12. Asian traders - Observer; July ip 1962; British -
Dail~_Teleg~h, Nov. 12p 1964 .. 

13. ry~r_~re_ : Gu~rdia~, Jan. 23 f 1962; Kau2l£~.-Daj.J]L 
f.'.!:J?ress, March 22 f 19b7. 
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by gl.Vlng greater black representation in the government, 

with two key cabinet posts.t~ 
Thus, given the particular composition of the racial 

groups in each state, and the situation of foreigners in 

positions of authority after independence, racism was a 

cross-national phenomenon u often resulting as the indi~enous 

population sought to assert their economic independence 

and to resist neo-colonialism. If racism is not to be 

condoned f it is worth stating that states with much longer 

traditions of independence and freedom aX'-e no more able 

to come to terms with racism than are the uniparty and 

multiparty African states, while parallels to the African 

resentment of neo-colonialism are redily apparent in the 

'developed' world. 
-------------------------------------------------------------
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I Appearing in 87.5%states p again there is no 

immediate or close relation between pal.""ty system and 

number of accusations of subversion. Indeed, it is much 

more fruitful here to study reasons cross<~nationally why 

foreign subversion accusations might be made, and against 

whom these were made. 

Commentators on the African political scene 

have noted the accusations that have been frequently 

mad of 'foreign subversion' by leaders in African states. 

Such accusations have often been suggeSted as ploys to 

divert attenti.on from domestic conflict by focussing 

hostility on a foreign body of individuals or, even more 

nebulously, on a state, thus giving the leadership 

breathin~ space to either settle the conflict or at least 

dispose of the opposition. 

It is not easY9 in analysing the data, to decipher 
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f;very 'true' accusation from those made from domestic political 

expediency, But a possible key to this is suggested by seeing 

whether the subversion is pinned to a particular foreign state 

or states, or whether it is referred to more vaguely as 

'foreign subversion', the work of a 'foreign subversive group' 

or of 'foreign agents'. It would seem that if a state is 

actually named p the chances are greater that the indication 

of foreign subversion has some substance v more so than a 

vague accusation. For the pinpointing of a state also 

focusses home hostility upon that state, a step that would 

be dangerous or unprofitable to make more accusa-tions 

concocted and unfounded, altbough of course, it would 

still serve to unite, to some extent, divergent domestic 

opinion. The nebulous accusations on the other hand, would 

tend to focus attention on the domestic situation. The 

threat to foreign subversion demands a greater vigilance 

on the part of men tov,rards their neighbour, rec13.1citrants 

or suspected deviants must be weeded out. Such internal 

watchfulness serves the dual purpose of bringing into line 

by threats those who might have been straying from the 

party line; it also provides the rationale for a purge of 
1 

internal par~y apparatus, or arrest of 'dangerous' opponents. 
------------------------------------------------------------------1. For example p as in Senegal 1968; Uganda 1964; 
Mali 1961 and 1964; Togo 1966. 
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Such reasoning, does not, however 9 claim that the 

naming of the foreign source of subversion renders the 

subversion factual. For example, Togo and Ghana maintained 

hostile relations at least until"1966 (Nkrumahs fall.» 

mainly aue "to the fact that thE! Ewe tribe was divided by 

the Ghana/Togo border, so that both claimed border 

extensions g while Togop the weaker state, feared Ghana's 

invasion to achieve its claims. Thus, we find that in 1960, 

1961 and 196), Ghana accuses Togo of providing the base for 

plots against Ghana (1960 and 1963), of harbouring Ghanaian 

anti-regime plotters, and of cooperating with Ghana's 

Opposition aup against the government. Togog in return, 

specifically accuses Ghana in 1961 and 1962 of fermenting 

plots against the Togo state and threating to invade the 

Togolese land. 

These accusations may hS.ve substance (especially 

in the case of Ghana as explained below), but equally, 

both sets of politicians could equally have been making 

political hA.Y in their own states by taking advantage of 

the strained relations between the twe countries. 

Likewise, Mauritania claimed aggressive tendencies 

on the part of neighbouring Mali and Morocco, although 

in this case p there was substantial evidence of physical 

clashes on the Mali/Mauritania and Mauritania/Morocco 

borders. Although here again, it is doubtful whether the 
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invasion threats were a major possibility. The clashes 

between the two sides could equally have been a physical 

manifestation of the drum-beating and flag-waving evident 

on both sides (which intend to indicate a strength and 

determination, rather than positive territorial incursions). 

Guinea in particular luxuriated in claims of vast 

foreign subversion and plots. The sum total of states 

accused of plotting against Guinea in 1960, 1961, and 1965 

included F'ranc8 f Gambia, Portuguese-Guinea, Mali, Ivory 

Coast, Senegal, Upper Volta, Niger and Gabon, while some 

Dahomeens p and Tshombe of the Congo (katanga) were supposedly 

involved too. It is difficult to accept such vast claims p 

especially whin in 1961 and -in :1.965, plots involved teachers 

who were in fact seeking better conditions and pay, rather 

than seeking to overthrow Sekou Toure with the wide foreign 

backing claimed. 

It is more than obvious that assessment of foreign 

subversion is at best hypothetical. But , it is interesting 

to note against whom the accusations are made, in addition 

to the above examples. 

Ghana featured not only i.n the accusations of Togo; 

Niger, Nigeria., and Upper Volta also 11n1\:eo. the state 

with subversion in their own countries and they usually 

linked Ghana with Communist states in the cwcusations. 

'Communist-inspired subversion' featured widely. In the 
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Ivory Coast (French and Soviet bloc Communists 1963, 

Chinese 1965), Kenya (Russia 1965. "Communist countries" 

1966).Malawi (China 1964, 1965), ITiger (China 1965), 

Tanz~nia (China 1964), PEPer Volta (China 1966). 

Western subversion, on the other hand, featured in 

Ghana (U.S.1964), Guin~a (France and POl',tugese Guinea 

1960, 1965), Tanzan~ (South Africa and Mozambique 1963" 

U.S.1964, Britain 1964),Ugan~~ (Britain 1961 and South 

African and Rhodesia interests) and Zambia (Port Angola). 

It is interesting to point out that in 1964, in 

Tanzania, Nyerere, moderate, leftist but following a 

nonaligned policy, accused the Chinese of subversion, 

whereas Kambona, very much pro-Communist ,China, laid the 

same subersion at the door of the United States. 

As stated initially, there is no obvious relation 

between party system and number of accusations of subversion: 

Malazi and Uganda (x~y-) Tanzania (x,-y+) and Senegal (x+y-) 

catalogue five or over instances of subversion; while Ghana 

and Guinea (x-y-)~ Ivory Coast and Mali (x-y+), Kenya, 

Mauritania, Upper Volta (x+y-) and Niger (x+y), all occur 

between 2.9 and 4.4; Dahomey and Senegal (x+.y ... ) and 

Zambia (x+y+ are at the bottom. 

This indicates that for the aggregate ca.tegory of 

foreign subversion, tpe position of the states according to 

typology is of no use as a guide in the discovery of 

any general trends. 
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---~~ 

CONCLUSION 

Having discussed the main groups of indicators, the 
/ 

final overall picture is to be dravm. The preceding 

discussion has indicated certain consistencies; for example) 

that Ghana featured consistently as a high-conflict state, 

whereas Niger, for example, rarely appeared in the conflict 

categorisation. 

In order to achieve the overall assessment, 

categories were given an intuitive weighting to parallel 

the strength of the conflice level which they indicated. 

F'or example, an t equivocal plot t . would be assessed as 

of a greater disintegrative danger to the system than 

'local strikes', and was scored accordingly. 

The assessment was as follows: 

CATEGORY ~-
2 - 5 25 
6 9 21 

10 12 17 
13 - 16 12 
17 - 18 . 8 
19 - 2l 5 
22 ... 26 :3 
27 _ '29 1 
30 - 32 8 

Ii 
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Categoryone was omitted from the scoring, as it indicated 

destruction of the prevailing governmental system, and 

therefore could not be assessed as a definite score. As 

stated, this exercise was performed intuitively,· 
1 2 

following the example of the Feierabends' or Azar. 

These scholars constructed their scales from-the combined 

"judgements of experts".3suCh a panel of experts was not 

available for this paper, but knowledge of the field and 

observation of the effects of conflict led us to the-

c.onclusion that an overall measurement scale for social 

conflict was possible, if innovative and intuitively 

constructed, and useful in this context. Moreover, the 

scoring is not against any absolute 'high or low' 

fixed point, but provides a comparative method of 

studying the states. Based on the category figufes from 

Chart One, the following chart was constructed through 

addition of the unit scores; 

1. I.K.and R.K.Feierabend, on,cit. (p.36 supra). 
2. E.Azar, "Analysis of Internatfonal Events" 

Peace Research Reviews Volume IV NO.1, CPRI Oakville, 
Canada', pp.17-19. 

3. E.Azar, op.cit.p.18. 
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It must be noted that the scores are based on 

the adjusted figures of Table Two (P.74 supra) on an 

aggregate conflict per year basis rather than on actual 

numbers of conflict si tuat,ions; ,this step was taken in 

order to render the figures comparable, of, for_example, 

Guinea, with eleven years of independence, and Malawi, 

with only five. 

Again, when speaking of 'high', 'average', or 

'low' conflict levels, this is by relative comparison 

amongst states, and not against any absolute figure or 

norm. 

Comparing conflict levels with the position of 

states on the governmental typology Diagram 1, (p.69 

~ra), three of the four authoritarian/revolutionary

centralising states, counting Uganda in this section, 

are amongst those with a high level of conflict: Ghana, 

Malawi and Uganda. This does suggest that the more 

centralised and authoritarian the rule in a state, the 

higher are the chances of social conflict. Guinea stands 

out alone as only having a moderate level of conflict. 

However, Guinea differed from the other three states in 

the extent to which,major steps towards integration and 

organisation of the party apparatus had been made prior 

to independence,From 1956 on, Toure's PDG had its o,m 

police, education service, vehicles and treasury. Local 
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-village committees and agrr~ul tural coopera,tives had 

been organised as a basis for political indoctrination; in 

1957 the chieftaincy system was abolished, and Sekou 
, 4 

Toure held full control of both party and trade unions. 

All this activity was outside the frame of reference of this 

paper, whereas, other states a~tempting similar programmes 

after independence are catalogued in our conflict categories. 

Nigeria, the one multiparty federal coalition state, 

is also classified in the 'high' group; thus giving a 

total of two uniparty, two one..;party~dominant, and one 

multiparty state. 

In the'average'group, one-party domina.nt Zambia 

(x+y+) is seen with Guinea (x-y+). 

The t low' group _includes the Ivory Coast and Mali 

(x-y+); Upper Volta (x+y-) and Niger (x+y). 

&l?othesi~" On~ 

These 'indicate that the premise of hypothesis one, -

that the one-party state per ~ generates a lower conflict 

level than the multiparty/party dominant state, - is not 

verified. But the high position of Kenya, Uganda and 

Nigeria, followed by a relatively D.igh Zambia indicates the 

violence generated in the multi.party system - the total 

4. The Manchester Guardian,S January, 1959. 
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multiparty sample occurs within the seven highest 

placed states, whereas nine out of twelve one-party states 

iare below the lowest-placed·multiparty·state, Zambia. 

While hypothesis one is not strictly verified then, 

it is proposed that the analysis in this paper suggests 

that there is a proportionately greater danger of a high 

level of socie.l conflict -in the multiparty/one-party ..... 

dominant state than in the one-party state. 

However, having stated this from the analysis of 

the aggregate data, it is important to bear in mind that 

the detailed analysis of corruption, conflict within 

the party power group, tribalism, racialism and foreign 

subversion, revealed that while such an aggregate conclusion 

may be reached, individual indicators do not always follow 

this trend. As a whole, th'e analysis of the above categories 

disclosed the difficulty of distinguishing betw~en uniparty 

and one-party dominant states in terms of detailed case 

studie.s of social conflict. This points to the advantage 

of being able, through a study at both the macro- and micro

levels, to note both individual characteristics and overall 

trends. 

liypothesis Tw.o 

Corning to hypothesis two, it has been noted that 

the ~tates "Jithin the x-y- axes have high conflict levels. 

But the remaining states are scattered in the "low" and 
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"average" ranges, regardless of position in relation to-

each other on the axes of diagram one. This seems to 

suggest that the combination of a pragmatic-pluralistic 

organisation under a leadership with authoritarian tendencies 

is no more of a guide to an assessment of a level of conflict 

than is the combination of revolutionary-centralising 

organisation along democratic lines. 

What is indicated is that these combinations are not 

likely to be as lethal as that in which both authoritarian 

and the revolutionary-centralising system are combined. 

Thus it is posite~, in a modified verification of 

hypothesis two, that the combination of authoritarianism and 

revolutionary-centralising trends is one which enhances 

the circumstances, and creates the conditions, for the 

expression of a high level of social conflict, when 

compared to any state which exhibits only one of these 

characteristics. 

Chart 1 has given an overall indication of the types 

of social conflict occuring in each state from independence. 

Many categories were formed within the experience of all or 

most states. 

Categories 6,9,18,27 are common to all states. 

Categories 11, 20, 26, 29 are common to fifteen 

states. 
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Categories 16,17,19,23,31 -are common to fourteen states. 

Categories 10,12,21,28 are common to thirteen states. 

Categories 2, 8, 25 are common to twelve states, 

Therefore, out of thirty-two categories, twenty can be 

seen to be common to the experience of at least seventy-

five percent of the sample. 

Of these, categories nine (governmental/party 

punitive action against significant persons or.grQups) and 

twenty-seven (verbal hostility). especially can be seen to 

have been of frequent occurence throughout. Eighteen 

(specific non-tribal unrest), nineteen (repressive use of 
. . - . 

legislative power) and twenty (specific non-legisla1;ive 

ac"tion against specific groups) also continuously appeared, 

while the frequency of category seventeen (specific tribal 

unrest) although unevenly spread, was experienced by all 

but two states.-Seventeen and seven (tribal rioting and 

clashes involving death) are closely connected, as are 

eight- (non-tribal rioting, clashes involving death) and 

eighteen (also with fourteen. (general strike), twenty, 

twenty-two (local strikes) and twenty-four (small 

demonstration), while thirty {racialism)and thirty-two 

(actions against foreign nationals, racial minority re 

. subversion), when taken together, indicate the racial 

problem encountered in East Africa. 

Thus, the independent states appear to have 

undergone similar conflict situations, although the degree 
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of intensity did vary greatly. An image appears of the state 

plagued by plots and government accusations of treasonous 

actions; massive arrests of political opponents; a fairly 

steady shuffling and purging within the government camp; 

serious tribal unrest; disquieting differences between 

the government and other associational organisations; the 

frequent use (or abus,e) of the legislative process in the 

creation of repress~ve laws, and also frequent arbitrary and 

ad hoc government decisions to quell opponents or those 

voicing dissident views. Also verbal discriminations have 

abounded and rebounded between opponents, as well as many 
-

accusations of foreign subversion. 

This general picture would give strength to the 

premise of the methodological question ( p.47 sUEra) that 

systematic cross-national categorisation of social-conflict 

is possible and useful in the African context since much 

conflict is readily classified within certain categories; 

and that given the attainment of independence and effort 

to achieve national integration, these types of conflict 

will be in evidenc~ In aggregate g this is true. But it 

does seem that aggregate analysis alone is lacking in one 

-real respect, in that the wide-ranging survey of states 

bverlooks the unique features of a particular situation 

and cul-ture. 
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This issue weighed heavily in the organisation 

of the paper - hence the decision to break do~m the 

social con~lict scores into groups of related indicators 

in the.attempt to combine both the universal features, 

and also to highlight unique problems or situations 

eithin specific states where they warranted attention. 

This latter concern greatly affected the extent to which 

a systematic or rather, scientific, approach could be 

adopted in relation ,to the data, involving as it often 

did an impressionistic analysis of particular states. 

However, at the same time, summation of the data 

scores was attempted in order to provide at least a 

tentative model on which to base a comparative schema. 

It is felt that the dilemma of the 'particular' 

versus the 'wqrld-view'was tackled; but not completely 

solved, for it is difficult to estimate the value.of a 

table of aggregate data, and the effects of divergent as 

well a'S similar conflict situations, without delving 

into the prime cultural casuality of these aggregates. 

Perhaps it is a problem of perspectivel the general 

rule does give us an indication that development in the 

Third World breeds conflict, thus answering the 

methodological question; the micro=study emphasises 

the unique cultural factors giving rise to developmental 

.conflict. 
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This paper has pointed to a number of facts which 

have arisen from the discussion of unipartyism, multipartyism, 

and classificatory techniques', 

1) Too ofte~, students of political science over-simplify 

or generalise the common basis and experience of unipartyism; 
. 

in the pape'r we tried to show the diversity wi thin this all-

subsuming term, and to indicate that a simpl'e' statement,' 

relating a specific level of social conflict to unipartyism 

is not feasible or realistic, 

2) That 'multipartyism' is an unsatisfactorily broad concept, 

encompassing as it does widely divergent systems,Thenotion 

of one-party dominance alleviates to some extent this 

problem, but analysis illustrated that rigid segregation of 

st~tes according to governmental/party organisation is a 

greater'disadvantage to analysis than it is a useful guideline. 

3) That it is difficult to combine aggregate data analysis 

and det9-iled case studies so as to obtain maximum utility 

and validity from both approaches. 

4) That, in assessing the level of national integration as 

operationalised through social conflict, use of 'party system' 

as variable is of limited utility. Further variables 

suggest themselves for study - ~.QE}ic frustration seemed an 

important motive for the resort to social conflict in many 

states; while the personality ,of a leader was of vital.importance 

to the direction of party development, to progress in the 

integrative process, and to the control or growth of social 

conflict. 
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One fact stands out~ in any recently independent 

African state, the effort to develop both a sense of 

nationhood and economic growth, . creates the conditions 

for, and engenders, social conflict. 



APPENDIX I.· 

The Incidence of 32 Indicators of Social 

Conflict in 16 African States. 
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Characteristic 

1. Degree of popular participation and 
mobilisation 

2. Associational monopoly and fusion 

.3. Communal monopoly and fusion 

4. Decision-making: elitist/mass involvement 

5,~ Party discipline and hierarchism 

6. Intraparty democracy 

7~ Party/government assimilation 

8~ Presidential or preidential/cabinet 
decision-making 

9. Role of president - democratic, 
authoritarian 

10. Extraparty opposition - tolerated Or 
repressed 

·11. Extremist or moderate philosophy 

-. 
Viz. Diagram I, p.69 sUJ?ra. 
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